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Executive
decision:
back to the
classroom

SGA designates $20,000 for controversial _
speaker
Senators old a re-vote after
backers leave the room
BEN BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

In an unconventional voting
process last Thursday; UCF's Student
Goverriment Association recommend-

ed spending $20,000 - one-third of its
annual speaker budget - to bring liberal activist, best-selling author and
filmmaker Michael Moore to campus
next month.
The student senate meeting
attracted a large crowd of members
from the Progressive Council - UCF's ·
student activist coalition - who
attended to publicly support the bill

that would bring Moor~ to UCF.
The bill, which passed 10-9, initially produced a 9-9 tie that was broken by student body Vice President
Brian Kirlew, who voted in favor of the
bill. Four senators abstained.
However; shortly after the members of the Progressive Council left,
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ADAM ROSCHE
STAFF WRITER

UCF Provost and Vice President Gary
Whitehouse will leave his administrative
position by next• year and will return to
teaching. He announced his resignation
last week after serving as provost for
1;1.lmost 10 years.
Whitehouse, 64, who began teaching
at UCF more -than 24 years ago, said he
would like . to work as an engineering
professor again before he finally retires.
Whitehouse, who earns $189,000 a
year, will give up his private office, with
a view of the Reflecting Pond, for the
closed in and stuffy quarters of a classroom.
Whitehouse handed his lefter of resignation to President John Hitt on Sept.
3 and said he plans to remain at UCF
and work as a senior professor in the
engineering department.
It will be 10 years next August since
President Hitt appointed Whitehouse to
provost.
"I have been fortunate to work for
someone that I ·b oth -like and respect,"
said Chris Morgan,
executive assistant
to the provost.
Whit.ehouse
received his bachelor's and master's
degre.e s at Lehigh
University
in
Pennsylvania and
his doctorate at
Arizona .
State
University. He was
Whitehouse
professor of industrial engineering at
Lehigh University
before coming to UCF in 1978.
Whitehouse worked his way up to
dean of engineering before becoming
provost. As provost, Whitehouse was
responsible for all academic, research,
information systems, enrollment management and student affairs functions.
Since making the decision to return
to teaching, Whitehouse says he has
been shopping for classes that he feels
comfortable teaching, reviewing textbooks and course curriculum for several
engineering classes.
Whitehouse says he received a
tremendous amount of support from
President Hitt in the past 10 years.
"Sometimes we don't totally agree,
but I always have a chance to express my
opinion," said Whitehouse.
Colleagues say the two seem to complement each other in their work.
"The president would have been less
· PLEASE

SEE
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No chads, but

election's still bad

Candidates again in limbo
hours statewide by another two
hours to compensate only produced more confusion, as some
polls remained open until 9 p.m.
while others shut down at the customary 7 p.m.
With final tallies still incomplete
by press time Wednesday afternoon, political newcomer Bill
McBride narrowly led Janet Reno
in the Democratic gubernatorial
primary for the right to challenge
Bush in November.
Like the 2000 presidential election debacle, Florida voters experienced problems at the polls on a

JASON lRSAY
STAFF WRITER

JOE l<ALEITA

I CFF

Fred Thomas, top, casts his vote in Tuesday's primary election
at the UCF Arena. Orange County elections officials were
· forced to hand-count thousands of ballots that were rejected
by ~ptical scanners, such as the one pictur~d at bottom.

Two years after a ballot
brouhaha brought outrage and
costly reforms, Florida on Tuesday
limped through a primary that left
candidates and voters in limbo a
full day after the polls closed.
In Orange County; several
polling offices reported glitches in
voting machines that forced elections officials to hand-count ballots.
In South Florida, many voting
precincts opened more than four
hours late, causing hundreds of
voters to be turned away. An order
by Gov. Jeb Bush to extend polling
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UCF gentleman try out for ·university'pageant
for a loop," said Dunhill.
Other contestants thought
the interview process was good
It takes talent, personality practice.
and looking good in a pair of"It's a good opportunity to
swimming trunks to win the be put on the spot and answer
title of Mr. UCF. This week stu- questions," said sophomore
dents from all different back- Bryan Taylor.
grounds auditioned for a
Most of t!ie students who
chance to be in the upcoming auditioned said they wanted to
pageant, which takes place in get more involved with the
October.
· school.
The Campus Activities
"I thought it would be a
Board interviewed contestants pretty good opportunity to get
who were interested in compet- out
there,"
said
Tim
ing in the pageant.
Burkholder.
"We're speaking to them to
Taylor agreed. "J. love the
get a feel for their personality school, and I'd love to be able
because this person does have to represent it,"· he said.
to represent UCF," said Scott
The candidates were also
Florance, . director of the asked to perform a talent at
Spectacular Knights commit- the audition. Talents ranged
tee.
"
from guitar playing to glowThe
candidates were stick juggling and a magic
judged on personality, academ- show.
ic achievement and volunteer
Burkholder played his guihistory. Florance said the ideal tar for the judges. "Musical
candidate should have a lot of talent is one of the things that I
,
enjoy the most," he said.
school spirit.
"We need someone who's
The current · Mr. UCF,
not shy, -someone who's outgo- Rejineld Woods-Hill, showed up
· ing, who shows his support for to help judge the candidates.
the campus," he said.
He said the reason he competSenior Brian Dunhill said ed in the pageant last year was
he was asked. some tough ques- to give back to the university.
"The school had offered me
tions at the audition - the
toughest one being, "If you so. much by the way of learning
were a kitchen utensil, what experiences and culture," ~e
would you be and why?"
said.
His answer: a microwave.
As Mr. UCF, Woods-Hill
"That question really threw me . spoke on student panels, parJULIE MONHEIM
STAFFWRITER

I want to raise the bar for
Mr~ UCF so that we can
continue to do more and
really make a_difference.
-REJINELO WOOD-HILL

ticipated in graduation ceremonies, and sang at various
community events.
"It was probably the most
prime way I could give back,"
he said.
Woods-Hill also had some
advice for the contestants.
·~ust be yourself," he said,
"especially in interview, don~ t
put on a facade, because the
judges will see right through
you."
Some of the contestants
were already trying to envision
what life would be like as Mr. ·
UCF.
"I think it would probably
make me a lot busier," said
Taylor. "I'll probably have to
be a lot of places and do a lot of

fun activities for the school."
Dunhill said the title would
definitely change his college
life.
"I think it would change it
drastically based upon the
amount of people who ).mow
you and _the amount of people
you'd get to know," he said.
When asked what's the
first thing he would do as Mr.
UCF, Burkholder jokingly
responded, "I'd go to Disney
World."
Money is also an incentive
for the contestants. The winner
of the pageant will receive various scholarships from the
school and outside organizations.
The next Mr. UCF will also

be a spokesman for the university. He will attend and speak
at major events. He'll also be
· asked to attend community and
alumni activities. ·
Woods-Hill said he hopes
this year's representative will
take his position seriously.
"I want to raise the bar for
Mr. UCF," he said, "so that we
can continue to do more and
really make a difference."
This year's pageant theme
is Disco, with a panel of -UCF
faculty and staff members to
serve as judges. Ten of the contestants who auditioned will
actually participate in the pageant.
The pageant will consist of
an interview and talent portion
and will include a swimsuit
·competition. Florance said it's
the students who make the
pageant fun.
"It's a lot more fun than
the Miss UCF pageant, which
tends to be more serious," he
said.
At the pageant, the judges
will award the student who
they feel represents the university best.
"We're helping students
who want to take pride in UCF
and rewarding their spirit and
their support with a little
money," said Florence.
The Mr. UCF pageant will
be held Oct. 12 in the Pegasus
Ballroom.
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State made to
wait de-spite
ballot reforms
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wide scale. Poll workers did
not show up on time at some
South Florida precincts and
voting machines were · not
turned on at others .
Sixty eight precincts in
South FlQrida did not open
until 11 a.m., four hours after
the scheduled 7 a.m. opening.
Fbrty precincts in Dade and
Broward counties closed at 7
p.m. even after Bush extended voting hours to 9 p.m.
Frustrated with those
glitches after the state had
spent millions of dollars in an
attempt.to improve the voting
process, -Bush said, "There's
been ample time to prepare
for this election. There is no
excuse for not being prepared
for this election. This is
shameful."
Tim Ryan, a UCF lij>rary
employee, says the best way
to prepare polling offices is to
run mock drills before actual
elections. .
''.As far- as the polling
places not opening on time,
th~t,'s just a lack of or~a
tion," he said. "But having
officials run through drills
before Election Day might
resolve some problems."
The state may have also
lost votes from .many voters
who showed up at the wrong
precincts
after
Florida
restructured voting districts
this year. Florida restructures
voting districts every 10
years.
-..
In Orange County, a large
number of ballots were torn
improperly,
and
voting
machines could not process
them. Those ballots had to be
hand-counted.
· Because of the problems
in South Florida, where Reno
has her strongest · contingency, the Reno campaign
said it might question the
integrity of the election~possi
bly foreshadowing a lawsuit
to challenge the results.
Reminiscent of the 2000
election, the election dragged
on into the night. Although
McBride initially grabbed the
lead in balloting, the gap
between McBride and Reno
narrowed through the night
as more precincts reported
results. Neither candidate
w9uld claim victory or concede defeat, as Broward and
Miami-Dade counties had not
~eported their results.

speaker fund for MiChael
Moore's public speech
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Michael Moore may speak on campus after SGA allotted $20,000 for the author and dir~or.

•

1

Sen. Oren Falkowitz, who voted in
favor of the bill, asked the senate to
reconsider the action because he
said the large crowd might have
swayed the senators' votes.
Several senators attempted to
prevent _the re-vote, including a
vehement Sen. Juan de la Torre,
who said that senators should not
be allowed to change their votes
after the crowd of Progressive
Council.members left the room.
The measure, which again produced a 9-9 tie, passed a second
time when Senate Pro Tempore
Kevin Ortiz cast his vote in favor
after Kirlew had left the meeting.
However, this time, seven senators
abstained, reflecting the larger
number of senators who joined the
meeting after the initial vote.
"It's ridiculous that the student senate would even think to
vote differently with students here
[versus] when they're not there"
said Mike Tiner, student senator
and · founder of the UCF
Progressive Council.
Sen. C. Hunter Singh questioned the ethics of the re-vote and
the Sen.a te's voting procedure.
Singh said that even though
the vote was made by a hand count,
senators should have turned in
their handwritten ballots to verify
their votes. Not turning in a hard
copy could qualify as a violation of
Florida's Sunshine Laws, he said.
Senators' votes, which are
taken by a hand count iJ1 the senate
meetings, are supposed to be submitted in printed form to the senate
secretary for vote verification and
record keeping,
Both student body President
Marco Pena and UCF Vice
President Tom Huddleston must
sign the bill before the expense can
be approved.
While
UCF's
College
Republicans aren't particularly
concerned about the Senate's voting ethics or the proposed speker's
politics, they do question the

expense of student activity fees.
"We don't have any problem
with bringing him [Michael Moore]
to campus. Our problem is, it is an
extraordinarily absurd amount of
money;" said Kyle Consider, chairman of the College Republicans
The total cost to bring Moore
to campus is $20,600, only $600 of
which will 'be covered by the
Progressive Council.
Those who oppose the expense
claim that one third of SGA's annual speaker budget is too much to
spend on just one speaker.
By contrast, conservative
autho.r and radio talk-show host
Anne Coulter is coming to campus
for a fee of only $2,000, said
Consider.
Others who embrace Moore's
liberal politics, however, suggest
that objections from the· College
Republicans may be nothing more
than an attempt to limit discussion
of political issues.
CQnsider denies that his organization's disapproval is politically
driven. "We do not wish to silence
the political realm on campus. This
is solely a financial question," he
said.
Huddleston says before he
makes a decision on the expense,
he need::; to know what the majority of students want, ·and what is
within the legal bounds of SGA.
Moore, who has just released
his newest film, "Bowling for
Columbine," in which he challenges
public . figures· such as Charlton
Heston, was propelled into the .
nati~nal spotlight with his 1989
film, "Roger and Me." He also has
authored several books, including
the New York Times bestseller,
"Stupid White Men," a book that
questions the legality of Bush's
/
presidency.
Moore, who earns between
$10,000-$20,000 for his · public
speech.es, is scheduled to speak
Oct. 22, just before a nationally televised debate between Florida's
gubernatorial candidates is broad~ast from the campus.
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With- 84 percent of
precincts in the state reporting voting results at ! a.m., .
McBride, with 531,888 votes,
led Reno, who had 475,754
votes.
Unlike the 2000 electio~
the candidates remained positive and friendly toward each
other. Reno refused to· concede, saying: "It's been a
great campaign.
The returns are
still coming in. It
- looks like it's going
to be a long night ...
we're on to victory
tonight."
McBride was
also up'Qeat. 'Tm ·
excited
about
where we are,"
said McBride. "I
don't know where
this is going to end
up."
.M c B r i d e
praised
his
Democratic opponents. "I want you
all to care a great
deal about, and
continue to care a
lot about, Genera.I
Reno and Senator
Jones,"
said
· McBride. "They've
run incredible campaigns. It's
all been positive. It's been the
right thing.
Added McBride, "The only
person that really is more .
nervous than I am right now is
JebBush."
McBride made a late push
for the Democratic nomination, passing Reno in the polls
in the weeks before the primary. UCF political science
associate professor Aubrey
Jewett said Reno's campaign
style hurt her in the primary.
"Because she [Reno] was
so far ahead ... she chose to
run a non-traditional campaign," said Jewett. "She
relied heavily on free media.
That left a big opening for Bill
]J:cBride to run a very trad.i. .
tional campaign."
Jewett said that financial
backing also played a large
role.
"McBride got big endorsements from some powerful
groups that had money to
spend to help him gain name
recognition," said Jewett.
"Because of all his years as
the head of the biggest law
firm in the state, he had a lot
of connections."
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McBride cut into Reno's
constituency because he
heavily used television and
because :voters thought he has
a better chance against Jeb
Bush, said Jewett.
"In the end, Janet · Reno
had a fairly good bloc of support at the start, but McBride
was able to cut into it, and
month by month his name .
recognition kept
growing," he said.
He
added:
"McBride was able to make inroads
because
Reno
wasn't on TV and
he was."
''A number of
Democrats liked
Janet Reno, but
they
wondered
McBride whether
Reno
could beat Jeb
Bush," he ·said.
"For some people,
the answer was
no.''
"I think the
Bush campaign
clearly thought he
would be the
stronger candiReno
date; otherwise
they wouldn't have
been running negative ads against him," said
Jewett.
McBride garnered about
45 percent of the vote,· with
Reno grabbing 43 percent and
Daryl Jones
12 percent
before the final tallies began
to stall early Wednesday.
McBride fared well throughout CentraJ. Florida, seizing 51
percent of the local vote.
· Jones' strong showing in
the primary surprised many
and played a significant role
in McBride's success.
"He [Jones] got a lot more
votes than most people
expected," said Jewett. "The
conventional wisdom suggests that Janet Reno ran
best amo_n g senior citizens
and African-Americans in
South Florida." By drawing
on that same base, Jones may
have cost Reno the nomination.
In Orange County, voters
also approved a half-cent
sales tax to construpt new
schools and renovate old
schools. The new tax will generate about $2. 7 billion during ·
the next 13 years. The -sales
tax in Orange County will rise
to 6.5 percent.
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Flirting at work: ·goo·d
tOol or risky tactic?.

Vice president
and provost
Wants to teach
engineering
FROM PAGE l

there placed his hands_on my can also turn into hurtful mar- flirty manager he worked for at
butt cheeks to squeeze by.
STAFF WRITER
riage infidelity, said senior a local sub shop.
served if he had-a clone of
"His attitude was complete"I was too embarrassed to June-June Jones.
himself in this [provost]
A decade ago Anita Hill's say anything, but all the other
"My brother got married to ly laid-back and he flirted like
position," said Edward
sexual harassment lawsuit employees told the manager as this hoochie-mama who spends mad with all the women," he
Neighbor, the vice presiagainst
Judge
Clarence a joke - he called me into his a lot of til;ne at the office, and said. "But he was the coolest
d~nt to the provost.
Thomas brought an avalanche office .and had me fill out a last month he caught her slob- boss I've ever had because he
Whitehouse said the
of sexual harassment rules into bunch of forms ... so the guy got bering all over sonie other mar- was so personable."
greatest accomplishment _
· So how much flirting in the
workplaces across America, fired," he said.
ried guy from work," said
of the university since he
alarming professionals to butIf some students. think Jones.
"He's filing for a workplace is inappropriate?
has been in administrative
ton up their collars and leave flirting isn't always acceptable divorce, but they would still be Many of the students agreed
·office is the increased
their playful attitudes behind. · at work,· than many are even happily married if she hadn't that the fine line between flirting
retention rate: The retenand harassment can be difficult
But today, has a teasing more opposed to the idea of dipped into the company ink."
tion rate is the percentage
Yet for students who work · at times to decipher.
approach returned to the work- dating an a'ssociate.
of students who return to
"My boss showed us this
· Sophomore Justin Porter in service-oriented jobs, flirting
place?
school from year · to year.
All of the students inter- says dating co-workers is a bad _ is not only easy to justify, but horribly exaggerated video on
This year - that rate
also.affects their incomes, said sexual harassment, but it really
viewed conceded that the idea.
increased from 68 percent
made me realize that different
"It's impossible to leave several people.
amount of acceptable flirting
to 82 percent.
depends heavily on what type your relationship in the bed"Flirting is a tool just like personality types take things ciif"That is really the
room no matter what anyone anything else," said senior ferently," said Porter.
of job a person has.
name of the game, having
''I'm fine with any kind of
Mike Ladewski. "The real
UCF senior Sean White is tells you," he said.
people be successful," he
Sophomore
Lory world is all about networking, flirting ... except propositions,"
a soldier in the U.S. Marine
said. ·
Corps. He said flirting in the. Montealegre said the idea whether it be using your said Morgenstern. "No one
He said the other
makes her uncomfortable as ·appearance to flirt or using wants to feel violated. Also,
military is strictly prohibited.
accomplishment he is most
because people have different
your friends to get you jobs."
"The Marines have zero well.
pleased with during his 10tolerance for any kind of sexu"Flirting is OK, but dating
Sophomore .
Katie personal boundaries, anythfug
year term is the creation
ality expressed at work," said isn't," she said. "It's too com- McDaniel agreed that flirting is physical can be too much."
of the LEAD Scholars proMcDaniel said it becomes
White. "Since we are in posi- plicated because you bring essential to ·the restaurant
gram. The program is a
tions where peoples' lives could your personal life into work business. McDaniel, a waitress - clear very quickly when a cocomprehensive two-year
be at stake, we have to uphold . every day and everyone at at Don Pablos restaurant, said worker is offended by flirting.
,college-based
student
"It's time to back off when .
full respect and trust at all work knows your business... so that flirtingwith co-workers, as
development program for
times; people lose that respect it's like having your relation- well as with customers, makes it's obvious that the flirting isn't
talented first-year stuwelcome anymore - when the
the second they start behaving ship with everyone you work work more enjoyable.
dents with experience and
unprofessionally."
with."
"Flirting
with
other other person isn't responding
interest in leadership, aca·
Students such as sophoSophomore Sam Walker servers makes it a more with the same intensity."
demics and service.
more David Suarez who work said she had an unproductive relaxed setting and makes me
for government jobs said that relationship with her boss last look forward to going to work,"
their workplaces also have year when she worked at an E'." she said. "Since tips are based
entirely on looks and attitude,
extrem~ly
strict
policies Pass service station.
against flirting.
"We totally didn't work out flirting
with
tables
is
Suarez, an athletic assis- relationship-wise, so I quit," inevitable."
tant for the city of Oviedo, said, she said. "But I would have quit
Senior l!..van Morgenstern
"They don't take any crap."
that job anyway- I think I just said that flirting is often a nec"The city feels liable for liked the idea of sleeping with essary part of his job at
everything, so everything is by my boss."
Fairvilla adult video store,
,
" ...,
the book, and everyone knows
A survey of 31,000 where he checks identification
that they have to be really care- Americans conducted on at the door and stocks videos.
ful because if any .questions MSNBC.com and Elle.com this
"In -Buch an overtly sexual .
arise, you'll get fired, period."
past February concluded that environment, both the cusSexual harassment at dating a co-worker could lead tomers and employees seem
work is not necessarily limited to depression, distraction and pretty comfortable behaving a
to the opposite sex.
awkwardness.
little more wild and crazy than
Freshman Eric Ugalde
·Fifty-one percent of the they would the rest of the
said his first experience with survey respondents who tried time," he said. "It's more silli- .
sexual harassment occurred dating colleagues said the rela- ness than anything else, but
· With Valid Student ID
when he was 16 and working as tionship ended bitterly and even my manager makes suga server at Steak 'N Shake.
interfered with work. Only 25 gestive, joltjng comments all
"During my training percent of the couples were the time."
week," he said, "I was bending still together.
Flirtatious management
over to get some silverware,
What may start as harm:. doesn't bother freshman Sam
and this other gtiy who worked less flirting with a co-worker Saslow either. He defended the
LINNEA BROWN
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HAIRDRESSING SALON

10% Student Discount on cuts
.Specializing in:

• Cuts from classic to funky
• Colors &perms
• Foils, highlights,
· low lights
• Formal styling for
special occasions
Nt."'l Relaxers
, • Facial waxing
• Ear piercing

Piles .of ·posters

•
•

•·

•
•

•
JOE KALEITA I

Sandy Funk looks through the selection of posters at an art sal~ in front of the Student Union on Tuesday morning.
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Depo-Provera is-99.7% effective.

•

Not only is O.e po-Provera 99.7% effective, but you need

Many women stop having periods altogether after a few

just one shot on· time ever:y 3 months to stay pregnancy-

months and some may experience a slight weight gain . .

protected. So, unlike the Pill, Depo-Provera isn't your

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant,

every day birth control.

if you have had any unexplained periods, or if you have a
history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke; or liver

Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect you from

•

HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.
Some women using Depo-Provera experience side

•

disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be a
possible decrease in bone density. Ask your health care
professional about prescription Depo-Provera.

effects. The _most co.mmon are irregu·lar periods or spotting .

•

•
•

•

See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call -toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit Depo-Provera.co(\t).

-Birth con-t:rol 'JO~ -t:hir\k ae,ou-t: jus-t: a4- x a ')ear.

Please see important product information on adjacent page.
© 2002 Pharmacia Corporation
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POLICE BEAT
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Officer gives bum steer tO student seeking pizza
What stop sign?

CATHLEEN CRANE
STAFF WRITER

All Kerry McCabe wanted
from UCF police was directions
to a pizza place Sept. 1. Instead
he got taken to the DUI center.
McCabe pulled to the right
of Officer James Mangan at a
stop sign on Greek Park Drive at
3 a.m. and motioned for Mangan
to roll down his window.
As McCabe asked Mangan
for directions to a pizza place,
Mangan observed that McCabe
had red, watery eyes and was
wearing a wristband from a bar.
Mangan got out of his car and
approached McCabe to avoid
yelling directions across his car.
Mangan noticed a heavy
odor of alcohol coming from
McCabe's car. With slurred
speech, McCabe, told the officer
that he had consumed three
beers purchased for him by a
friend at Roxy'·s nightclub.
McCabe
swayed
and
stopped walking to steady himself during field sobriety tests.
Mangan ·took McCabe to the
Orange County DUI center,_
where McCabe refused a breath
test.

Stephen Mutschler drove 40
mph through a three-way stop at
the Apollo residence halls and
landed in Orange County Jail
Sept 1.
Officer James Roberts
charged Mutschler, 23, with reckless driving after he sped through
a special 20-mph speed zone with
heavy pedestrian traffic.
. A computer check of
Mutschler's registration and driver's license showed that both
had expired July 18.

Budding entrepreneur
A blue neon light shining
through the front of John Cossu's
car caught UCF police's attention Aug. 27.
Officer James Roberts
stopped Cossu, 18, and obtained
permission from Cossu to search
his car for weapons and contraband.
During his search, Roberts
found a bottle of Visine and several leaves of what appeared to
be marijuana in Cossu's ashtray
In Cossu's trunk, Roberts
found a Tupperware bowl containing a scale, cigarette wrappers and a substance that tested

Maya with felony possession of · Can you repeat that?
an altered Florida ID on Aug. 31
If it weren't for the drooling,
after they found him vomiting on UCF police may not have arrestthe steps outside of Lake Claire ed Charles Lako III for felony
Apartments.
possession of a counterfeit driDuring his patrol of the cam- ver's license Aug. 28.
pus apartment complex around
Officer
Mario
J enkiqs
3:56 a..m., Officer James Roberts responded to a report of someone
observed several students run- drooling- at the Lake Claire
ning around the buildings.
Follow the light
Apartments at 10:15 p.m. and
Roberts stopped to make found Lako, 19, staggering
Nicole Boals, 19, received a
notice to appear from UCF police sure everything was OK and he through the parking lot.
for underage alcohol possession heard someone throwing up.
Jenkins asked Lako if he felt
Roberts followed the sound until OK and Lako, unsteady on his
Aug. 31.
Officer James Mangan he found Maya, 18, throwing up feet, reassured the officer that he
stopped Boals at 4:06 a.m. and doWn the third-floor stairs.
felt fine. Lako had red, glassy
Maya gave Roberts a Florida eyes and slightly slurred speech.
observed that Boals had blooddriver's license and said he had Jenkins saw some spit on Lako's
shot, watery and glassy eyes.
Mangan detected the odor of consumed about 10 beers in the left shoe.
alcohol and cannabis coming last few hours. RobE;lrts escorted
·J enkins asked Lako for ID
from her clothing, and Boals said Maya to the police car to trans- and noticed a Mississippi driver's
she drank alcohol at a party and port Maya back to his dorm.
license in Lako's wallet as Lako
During a weapons check, retrieved his Florida driverrs
she smoked one joint.
During Mangan's zero-toler- Roberts found an ID holder with license.
ance investigation, Boals refused a Florida ID and Maya's photoJenkins asked Lako where
graph, but a different date of he got the Mississippi license and
the required breath test.
Mangan suspended Boals' birth.
Lako said he got it at his house.
Roberts found the plastic ID · Jenkins then asked Lako where
Florida driver's license, performed an inventory search of cover had been removed, and the he lived, and Lako told the officer
her car and found an open Bud - ID number a:pd date of birth he liyed at his house.
Light beer bottle under the front erased and reprinted with false
UCF police communications
information.
passenger seat.
checked the Mississippi driver's _
Roberts took Maya to the license but found no record of the
Orange County Jail.
Identity crisis
license.
UCF police charged Robert
positive for marijuana.
Roberts charged Cossu ~th
felony possession of marijuana
with intent to sell. Cossu invoked
his Miranda rights and refused to
give a statement.
Roberts then took Cossu to
the Orange County Jail.
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Birth cor\-trDI
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MONDAYS &
THURSDAYS!
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medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO-PROVERA" Contraceptive Injection
(medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension, USP)
This product is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
infection (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.

• if you have had cancer of the breast
• if you have had a stroke
• if you have or have had blood clots (phlebitis) in your legs
• if you have problems with your liver" or liver disease
• if you are allergic to DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogesterone acetate or any of its other
ingredients).
What other things should I consider before using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
·
You will have a physical examination before your doctor prescribes D EPO-PROVERA. It is
important to tell your health-care provider if you have any of the following:
• a family history of breast cancer
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray), fibrocystic breast disease, breast nodules or lumps. or
bleeding from your nipples
• kidney disease
• irregular or scanty menstrual periods
• high blood pressure
: ~~~e headaches

What is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection Is a form of birth control that is given as an
intramuscular injection (a shot) in the buttock or upper ann once every 3 months ( 1.3 weeks). To
continue your contraceptive protection, you must return for your next injection promptly at the
end of 3 months ( 13 weeks). DEPO-PROVERA contains medroxyprogesterone acetate, a
chemical similar to (but not the same as) the natural hormone progesterone, which is produced
by your ovaries during the second haff of your menstrual cycle. DEPO-PROVERA acts by
prevent ing your egg cells from ripening. If an egg is not released from the ovaries during your
menstruaf cycle, it cannot become fertilized by_sperm and result 1n pregnancy. DEPO-PROVERA
also causes changes in the lining of your uterus that make it less likely for pregnancy to occur.
How effective is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
• epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
The efficacy of D EPO-PROVERt\ Contraceptive Injection depends on following the
• diabetes or a family history of diabetes
recommended dosage schedule exactly (see 'How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA
•
a history of depression
Contraceptive Injection?"). To make sure you are not pregnant when you first get
• if you are taking any prescription or over-the-counter medications
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection, your first injection must be given ONLY during
the first 5 days of a nonnal menstrual ~e riod; ONLY within the first 5 days after childbirth if not This product 1s intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against
breast-feeding; and, if exclusively breast-~eedi ng, ONLY at the sixth week after childbirth. It is a transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such as
chlamydia, genital herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepati.tis B, and syphilis.
long-term injectable contraceptive wneri administered at 3-month ( 13-week) intervals.
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection is over 99% effective, making it one of the most reliable
What if I want to become pregnant after using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
methods of birth control available. This means that the average annuaf pregnancy rate is less than
Injection?
one for every I 00 women who use D EPO-PROVERA. The effectiveness of most contraceptive
methods depends in part on how reliably each woman uses the method. The effectiveness of Because DEPO-PROVERA is a long-acting birth control method, it takes some time after your last
injection for its effect to wear off. Based on the results from a large study done in the United States,
DEPO-PROVERA depends only on t he patient returning every 3 months ( 13 weeks) for her next
injection. Your healt h-care provider will help you compare DEPO-PROVERA with other for women who stop using DEPO-PROVERA in order to become pregnant. it is expected that
contraceptive methods and give you the information you need in order to decide which ·about half of those who become pregnant will do so in about I 0 months after their last injection;
about two thirds of those who become pregnant will do so in about 12 months; about 83% of
contraceptive method is the right choice for you.
those who become pregnant will do so in about 15 months; and about 93% of those who become
The following table shows the percent of women who got pregnant while usin15 different kinds of pregnant will do so in about 18 months after their last injection. The length of time you use
DEPO-PROVERA has no effect. on how long it takes you to become pregnant after you stop using it
contraceptive methods. It gives both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy (the rate expectec
What are the risks of using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
in women who use each method exactly as it should be used) and the typical rate of pregnancy
I.Irregular Menstrual Bleeding
(which includes women who became pregnant because they iorgot to use their birth control or
The side effect reported most frequently by women who use DEPO-PROVERA for
because they did not follow the directions exactly).
contraception
is a change in their normal menstrual cycle. During the first year of using
Percent of Women Experiencing an Accidental Pregnancy
DEPO-PROVERA, you might have one or more of the following changes: irregular or
in the First Year of Continuous Use
unpredictable bleeding or spotting, an increase or decrease in menstrual bleeding. or no bleeding
at all. Unusually heavy or continuous bleeding, however, is not a usual effect of DEPO-PROVERA;
Lowest
Typical
Method
Expected
and if this happens, you should see your health-care provider right away. Wit h continued use of
D EPO-'f'ROVERA. bleeding usually decreases, and many women stop having periods completely.
DE PO-PROVE RA
0.3
0.3
I ~ clinical studies of DEPO-PROVERA, 55% of the women studied reported no menstrual
0.2•
Implants (Norplarrt)
0.2•
bleeding (amenorrhea) after I year of use, and 68% of the women studied reported no menstrual
0.4
Female sterilization
0.2
bleeding after 2 years of use. T he. reason that your periods stop is because DEPO-PROVERA
Male sterilization
0.15
0. 1
causes a resting state in your ovanes. When your ovaries do not release an egg monthly. the
regular monthly growth of the lining of your uterus does not occur and, therefore, the bleeding
3
Oral contraceptive (pill)
t
hat comes with your normal menstruation does not take place. When you stop using
Combined
0.1
·DEPO-PROVERA your menstrual period will usually, in time, return to its normal cycle.
Progestogen only
0.5
IUD
3
may be associated with a decrease in the amount of mineral stored in
your bones. T his could increase your risk of developing bone fractures. The rate of bone mineral
Progestasert
2.0
loss is greatest in the early years of DEPO-PROVERA use, but after that. it begins to resemble the
Coooer T 380A
0.8
nonnal rate of age-related bo ne mineral loss.
Condom (without spennicide)
2
12
3.Cancer
·
Diaphragm (with-spennicide)
6
18
Studies of women who have used different forms of contraception found t hat women w ho used
Cervical cap
6
18
DEPO-PROVERA for contracept ion had no increased overall risk of developing cancer of the
breast. ovary. uterus, cervix, or liver. However. women under 35 years of age w hose first exposure
Withdrawal
4
18
to DEPO-PROVERA was within the previous 4 to 5 years may have a slight ly increasec risk of
Periodic abstinence
1-9
20
developing breast cancer similar t o that seen with oral contraceptives. You should discuss this with
Spennicide alone
3
21
your health-care provider.
Vaginal Sponge
is such an effective contraceptive method, the risk of accidental
used before childbirth
6
18
pregnancy for women who get their shots regularly (every 3 months [I 3 weeks]) is very low.
used after childbirth
9
28
While there have been reports of an increased risk of low birth weight and neonatal infant death
No method
85
85
or other health problems in infants conceived close to the time of injecton, such pregnancies are
Sourr:e: Trussell et al. Obstet Gynecof. 1990:76:558-567.
uncommon. If you think you may have become pregnant while using DEPO-PROVERA for
•From Norplant<' package insert.
·
contraception, see your health-care provider as soon as possible.
Who should not use DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
5Allergic Reactions
Not all women should use DEPO-PROVERA. You should not use DEPO-PROVERA if you have
Some women using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection have reported severe and
anz of the following conditions:
potentially life-threatening allergic reactions known as anaphylaxis and anaphylactoid reactions.
• 1f you think you might be pregnant
Symptoms include the sudden onset of hives or swelling and itching of the skin, breathing
• if you have any vaginal bleeding without a known reason
difficulties, and a drop in blood pressure.

-
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6.0ther Risks
Women who use hormone-based contraceptives may have an increased risk of blood clots or
stroke. Also. if a contraceptive method fails, there is a possibility that the fertilized egg will begin
to develop outside of the uterus (ectopic pregnancy). While these events are rare, you should
tell your health-care provider if you have any of the problems listed in the next section.
~~;t~ac5l;'~~o ';tj~ct~~~ signal problems while using DEPO-PROVERA

1

Call your health-care provider immediately if any of these problems occur following an injection
of DEPO-PROVERA:
• sharp chest pain, coughing up of blood, or sudden shortness of breath (indicating a possible clot
in the lung)
• sudden severe headache or vomiting. dizziness or faintini;, problems with your eyesight or
speech, weakness, or numbness 1n an arm or leg (indicating a possible stroke)
• severe pain or swelling in the calf (indicating a possible clot in the leg)
• unusually heavy vaginal bleeding
• severe pain or tenderness in the lower abdominal area

YJh~:i~~~tth~np~~sib1~ 1 ~~i~ge~~~~~nb'fc~oE'P8:PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
I. Weight Gain
You may experience a weight gain while you are using DEPO-PROVERA. About two thirds of
the women who used DEPO-PROVERA in clinical trials reported a weight gain of about 5 pounds
during the first year of use. You may continue to gain weight after the first year. Women in one
large study who usec DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years gained an average total of 8.1 pounds over
those 2 years, or approximately 4 pounds per year. Women who continued for 4 years gained an
average total of 13.8 pounds over those 4 years, or approximately 3.5 pounds per year. Women
who continued for 6 years gained an average total of 16.5 pounds over those 6 years, or

2p8:h'e~~d~e~f~

pounds per year.

In a clinical study of over 3.900 women who used D EPO- PROVERA for up to 7 years, some
women reported the following effects that may or may not have been related to their use of
DEPO-PROVERA: Irregular menstrual bleeding, amenorrhea, headache, nervousness, abdominal
cramps, dizziness, weakness or fatigue, decreasec sexual desire, leg cramps, nausea, vaginal
discharge or irritation, breast swelling and tenderness, bloating. swelling of the hands or feet
backache, depression, insomnia, acne, peMc pain, no hair growth or excessive hair loss, rash, hot
flashes, and joint pain. Other problems were repartee by very few of the women in the clinical
trials, but some of these could be serious. These include convulsions, jaundice, urinary tract
infections, allergic reactions. fainting, paralysis, osteoporosis, lack of return to fertility. deep vein
thrombosis, pulmonary embolus, breast cancer, or cervical cancer. If these or any other problems

SC~~~~cirin~rrvur~::c°i:.?tr~~/~~vE~1gi;;~ci t~::1rih~h Y~~~ he~~h-~~if~'P1;iovERA
Contraceptive Injection?
I Missed Periods
During the time you are using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception, you may skip a period, or your
periods may stop completely. If you have been receiving your DEPO-PROVERA inje_ctions
regularly every 3 months ( 13 weeks), then you are probably not pregnant However, if you think
that you may be pregnant , see your health-care provider.

2.Laboratory Test Interactions
If eu are scheduled for any laboratory tests, tell your health-care provider that you are using
g E~g=~~g~~~- for contraception. Certain blood tests are affected by honnones such as

3.Drug Interactions
Cytadren (arninoglutethimide) is an anticancer drug t hat may significantly decrease the
effectiveness of D EPO-PROVtRA if the two drugs are given during the same time.

4.Nursing Mothers
Although DEPO-PRO VERA can be passed to the nursing infant in the breast milk. no harmful
effects have been found in t hese children. D EPO -PROVERA does not prevent the breasts from
producing milk. so it can be used by nursi ng mothers. However, to minim ize the amount of
DEPO-PROVERA that is passed to the infant in the first weeks after birth, you should' wait until
6 weeks after childbirth before you start using D EPO -PROVERA for contraception.
•
How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The recommended dose of DEPO- PROVERA is 150 mg every 3 months ( 13 weeks) given in a.
single int ramuscular injection in t he buttock or upper arm. To make sure t hat you are not pregnant
at the time of the 1irst injection", it is essential t hat the injection be given ONLY during the first
5 days of a normal menstrual period. If used following the delivef)'. of a child, the first iniecton of
D EPO-PROVERA MUST be given within 5 days after childbirth 1f you are not breast-feeding or
6 weeks after childbirth if you are exclusively breast-feeding. If you wait longer than 3 months
( 13 weeks) between injections. or longer than 6 weeks after delivery, your health-care provider
should detennine that you are no_t pregnant before giving you your inject on of DEPO-PROVERA.

Rx only

Pharmacia & Upjohn Company
Kalamazoo, Ml 4900 I , USA
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Hyundai Advantage™

AMERICA'S _
BEST
WARRANTY*

'"

-

•

IOYear/100,000 Mile
Powertrain Protection,
5Year/60,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper,
5Year/Unlimited
Miles 24-hour
Roadside Assistance

•
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2001 HYUNDAI

T I BU-R0 N

999~
$15 ,_

Dual Front Airbags, Front Side
Airbags; Air Condition_ing, 6-speaker
Stereo with CD, Power Windows,·
Door Locks and Heated Mirrors, Remote Keyless Entry System with
Alarm, Cruise Control, 16" Aluminum
Alloy Wheels with Michelin® Tires.

•
•

•

.

-

•
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•THE ALL-NEW TIBURON. CATCH ONE WHILE YOU CAN •

•

At just $15,999, the all new Tiburon gives you exhilarating performance. Plus standard

features like dual front airbags, front side airbags~ air conditioning, 6-speaker stereo with
CD, power win_dows, door locks and heated mirrors, cruise control, alloy wheels, and the
freedom·of America's Best Warranty~ the Hyundai Advantage~M So take the drive today. ·
Because this is one car tharhates to sit still.
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BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI LONGWOOD

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI ORLANDO

3575 N. Highway 17-92

4110 W. Colonial Dr.

407-322-1792

407-578-5337

•

*See dealer for LIMITED WARRANTY details. **MSRP excludes freight, taxes, title, license and options. Dealer price may vary. Safety belts should always be worn. ·
tThe Supplemental Restraint (airbag) System (SRS) is designed to work with the 3-point seatbelt system. The SRS deploys in certain front-end impact
conditions where significant injury is likely. The SRS is not a substitute for seatbelts which should be worn at all times. Children under the age of
13 should be restrained securely in the rear seat NEVER place a rear-facing child seat in the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger-side airbag.
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What's -NewsIn Business and Finance

One Year Later,
Signs of Regrowth

Back to Work
The national unemployment rate fell to
5. 7% in August

IBJID)TilTI®l~fo

©2002DowJones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

New ABCs of Branding
Product Names Pack Punch
Qne Letter at a Time;
BlackBerry >StrawBerry

A year after the terrnr attacks,
By SHARON BEGLEY
much of the economic ·news from
s soon as the naming guNew York City and sta.te officials
seems grim. Unemployment has
rus at Lexicon Branding
risen sharply, city and state budget
Inc. saw the hand-held
wireless prototype that
deficits are widening, tourists are
spending less and Wall Street has
Research In Motion Ltd.
lost its swagger.
had produced, they were
struck by the little keyboard butBut New York's recovery is not
nearly as weak as it first appears.
tons, which resembled nothing so
Of the 100,000 jobs that left lower
much as seeds.
Manhattan immediately after the
"Strawberry!" suggested one.
attacks, nearly 80% remain someNo, "straw-" is a slowwwww syl, lable, said Stanford University linwhere in the city. Housing prices in
2000
2001
2002
guist Will Leben, who also is directhe city and suburbs have risen 22%
from. a year ago, the largest intor of linguistics at Lexicon. That's
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
crease in the nation. And despite
just the opposite of the zippy connofears that .companies would flee
tation Research In Motion wanted.
New York in droves, _occupancy
porate earnings and strong conBut "-berry" was good: Lexicon's
rates have held up, even in landsumer spending as reasons for susresearch had s.hown that people asmark buildings like the Empire
tained economic growth, assuming s9ciate the b sound with reliability,
State Building, which is still 90%
there isn't a rise in oil prices.
said David Placek, who founded Reoccupied.
The economists' outlook wasn't
search in Motion and is its presiA growing body of research
entirely sanguine, however. About dent, while the short e evokes
shows cities' unusual ability to
two-thirds of those polled believe
speed. Another syllable with a b
bounce back from war and terrorthe unemployment rate hasn't
and a short vowel would nail it ...
ism. A paper by two Harvard propeaked.
and within seconds the Lexicon
fessors showed terrorism had little .
team had its fruit: BlackBerry.
impact on population growth in
M.B.A. Recruiting
Naming consultants have tradisuch past targets of terror as
tionally focused on semantic assoLooks Thin Again
Jerusalem or London. Another paciations- that is, names whose
per, _by two Columbia University
parts evoke some desirable associaClasses
have
just
resumed
at
professors, shows that city population. That approach gave us everybusiness schools around the U.S.
tions in Japari tended to return to
thing from Qualcomm ("quality"
Yet
already,
most
schools
anticiprewar sizes even after two atomic
and
"communications") and Veripate a recruiting season for masbombs and massive conventional
zon ("horizon," as in forward-lookters
of
business
administration
bombing during World War II.
ing) to Intel ("intelligent" and
just ·as glum as last fall's-when
This resilience is partly due to
"electronics") and PeopleSoft.
many
employers
scaled
back
hirgeography. Cities with natural
ing plans.
gifts-like deepwater ports or ac"It's going to be another chalcess to river transportation-relenging
recruiting year," predicts
tain and take advantage of those
Peter Degnan, director of M.B.A.
gifts after war. In today's digital
economy, other factors are also im- · career-management services at
the University of Pennsylvania's
portant. Cities tend to attract deep
Wharton
School in Philadelphia.
concentrations of people with speMany
business-school career
cific talents, and they develop a locounselors
expect investment
cal infrastructure to nurture that
banks
and
certain
technology-foknow-how. This is hard to dislodge
cused consulting firms again will
by violence.
recruit fewer business-school graduates this fall. But there may be a
Survey: Few Expect slight upturn by strategy-consulting firms and industrial companies
Second Recession
in recovering sectors such as consumer goods, energy, health care
An overwhelming majority of
and real estate.
private-sector economists say
there is no more than a 25% chance
Cigarette Price War
the economy will sag back into recession.
Pinches RJR Profit
The Blue Chip Economic Indicators, a monthly survey of more
At least one. cigarette maker
than 50 economists, said 55% of refeels the heat of new price presspondents believe there is a one-insures.
four chance of that happening. An
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Holdadditional 41% of panelists thought
ings Inc. warned that its profits
another downturn even less"likely.
will be pinched for the rest of this
One economist cited growing cor·
Please turn to Next Page

A

What's In a Name?
In names with no literal meaning, 'sound symbolism' - images, qualities and emotions
unconsciously associated with the sounds of vowels and consonants - becomes important.
Below, Will Leben, director of linguistics at Lexicon Branding, analyzes some examples.not
devised by his company:

• Tyco: People rate the consonants t and·k as among the most 'active' and 'daring.'
They are light, crisp, quick. Combined with the full, long vowels, the name sounds
bold. The simple sy.llable structure helps the name sound unassuming but
businesslike.

• Enron: Because each of the two syllables ends in a consonant, the name is less
spare, less bare, than Tyco. The repetition of the final n in each syllable produces a
kind of whirring sound, suggesting smooth, spinning motion, enhanced by the absence
of such stop consonants as k.

• Prozac: Pro is a rather pedestrian beginning, but the sounds p, z, and k all score
highly for the qualities active/daring. These crackling, buzzing sounds inay
subliminally suggest activity to back up the sequence ac, which suggests the word

action. '
• Zoloft: lo means life in Greek and loft elevates the concept. It is unusual and eyecatching for a name to begin with z orto end with ft. The most prominent sound is z,
which people rate highest on a scale of active/daring; the sound is also rated as very
fast and comfortable.

But as winning hybrids of real
words become scarcer than a telecom firm with a rising stock price,
some naming consultants are advising brand managers to tap different synapses in their customers'
brains: those linking the raw
sounds of vowels and consonantsknown as phonemes-to specific
meanings and even emotions.
"Most phonemes have a distinct
emotional character," says psycholinguist Cynthia Whissell of
Laurentian University in Sudbury,
Ontario. Or as Dr. Leben puts it,
"sounds have meaning. There is a
relationship
between
speech
sounds and emotions."
What naming consultants are
finding is that sound has power. Se-

•

mantically, for instance, the name
"BlackBerry" suggests accessibility; "berry" also connotes smallness compared with other handhelds. But phonologically, according to Lexicon's research, respondents rate the b sound as most
strongly suggesting relaxation. In
other words, the two b's say that using thl.s hand-held won't require a
200-page manual. The short vowels
. in the first two syllables lend crispness: pushing a few buttons will
quickly accomplish your goal. The
alliteration conveys light-heartedness, much as Kit Kat does. The final y, says Dr. Whissell, "is very
pleasant and friendly, which is why
you often find it in nicknames."
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On Fox TV, 'It's Good to Be Bad'

.
A

By EMILY NELSON

!)

"Girls Club," a drama about three
pretty lawyers who are best
fter a· tumble in the ratfriends, produced by David E. Kelings last year, the Fox telley, creator of "Ally McBeal'" and
evision network is atABC's "The Practice." Another
tempting a comeback with
show, "Fastlane," is about three unracier shows aimed at
dercover cops who drive fast cars
teens and 20-somethings.
and listen to hip music. And then
On-air promotions for its new
there's "Firefly," a science-fiction
fall entertainment programs have
drama from the creator of "Buffy
begun, including a promo for the
the Vampire Slayer."
Wednesday night lineup that feaLast year, while Fox's sister catures the tagline, "It's good to be
ble network, Fox News, built ratbad."
· ings, the broadcaster's entertainBy playing the "bad" card bement offerings faltered.- Overall,
fore, Fox grew into a bona fide
viewers fell 7%. But even more
damaging was the 11% slide in
fourth network with shows like
"Beverly Hills 90210" and "Melrose
adults age 18 to 49. NBC surpassed
Fox among the critical 18- to .34.
Place." Now, it's looking to revive
its racy image tllld particularly win . year.;:old age group, which Fox had
back young, female viewers. Forelong dominated. And two Fox blockbusters, "X-Files" and "Ally
most among the new shows is

What's News-

Mc.Beal," died just as NBC was pilfering affluent viewers and CBS's
In Busine.ss and Finance
"Survivor" was luring die-hard
fans of reality shows. Only two of
Fox's 11 new shows from last year
Continued from Previous Page
seat location. Your order will arrive
made it back this fall: · "Bernie year due to increased discounting
in less than 10 minutes, the compaMac," family sitcom, and "24,"
nies estimate. And by setting up
and other promotional spending to
the drama starring Kiefer Suther"defend its brands" against simiaccounts and passwords with the
land as a government agent.
lar moves by industry leader Philip
companies ahead of time, the order
Now, with the success of Fox's
Morris Cos., maker of best-selling
is charged to your credit card.
"American Idol," a reality-show . Marlboro. Both companies are also
The two companies-CellBucks
take on TV talent contests, the picunder increasing pressure from
of Turonto and Dial4Snax of San
ture has changed. That show, which
Diego-together served four minor
generic smokes.
drew an average 23 million viewers
·The battle is a sign of the times,
l'eague
baseball stadiums this sum·during last week's final episodeas
rising
prices-related
to
the
$206
mer.
close to Fox's highest-ever rating
billion state tobacco settlement of
on 1,1. nonsports night-will resume
1998
and a recent spate of state tax
Odds & Ends
in January. And "if two shows out of increases-transform
the
U.S.
six or seven do well, Fox could have
Hewlett-Packard scientists said
market, encouraging more smokthey have produced. one of the
a great year," says Steve Sterners to quit or trade down to barworld's tiniest working computer
.berg, director of audience analysis
gain-basement cigarettes.
at Magna Global USA.
·
circuits, but backpedaled on a
The big.manufacturers have reclaim that they were the first with
sorted to a range of promotions, insuch a device. .. . AOL Time
cluding direct-mail coupons, retail
Warner is hoping for another atdiscounts and buy-two-get-one-free tempt at merging with U.K. music
offers. While discounting squeezes
giant EMI, AOL's chief said at a
profit margins in the short term, it
conference
in London. ... Nokia
p, t, d and k with unpleasant ones.
could help the industry protect the
lowered its third-quarter revenue
From studying Hungarian, French,
most profitable part of its business
forecast as the slump in mobileGreek, German and English speakin the long run-premium brands
network sales continues, but the
ers, Dr. Whissell concludes, "There
such _as Marlboro and Reynolds's
mobile-phone giant reaffirmed its
are human universals in associatCamel.
full-year target for handset sales.
ing emotion with sounds." As a reBy Jay Hershey
sult~ brand managers peddling
The
Hot
Dog
Guy
their wares globally, or even in mulHow to contact us:
tilingual communities in the U.S.,
Campus Edition@wsj.com
Can
Take
a
Hike
can make sure their product sounds
Two small _companies have
like what it is in any language.
found a new niche: helping hungry
That universality seems to stem
AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
from anatomy. To make the sound
sports fans avoid the lines at con•
Dartmouth's Tuck School comes
cession stands. Cellphone services
of a final y or a long e, for instance,
out
on top in the n~w Wall Street
developed by two rival firms promthe lips and the back of the throat
Journal/Harris Interactive Busiare nearly closed. Contrast that to - ise to deliver the food right to your
ness School Survey.
ahhh, made with an open mouth
seats.
Also from the survey:
and throat. As a result, find,s linStadiums that participate have
their own phone number ·for the
guist John Ohala of the University
• Is an M.B.A a waste of money?
of California, Berkeley, the former
service. Make the call, then use th~
screen and keypad to select from
• Brand-name business schools
connote diminutiveness and the latthe kitchen menu and enter your
draw renewed interest.
ter bigness-:-in any language.

a

New ABCs of Branding
Continued from Previous Page
Lexicon's analysis of the erectile dysfunction drug Viagra is also
instructive. The name rhymes with
Niagara, the famous waterfall,
notes an in-house analysis by Lexicon (which wasn't involved in the
name). Water is psychologically
linked to both sexuality and life.
And Niagara Falls connotes honeymoons. The ini.tial vi- is a homonym
of vie, meaning to fight or compete,
and echoe-s the beginning of "vitality" and "lligor," while "-agra"
evokes "aggression." On the basis
o( semantics alone ·"Viagra" is a
· winner. But the sound symbolism of
the name also works. V, says Dr.
Leb.en, "is - one of the fastest,
biggest and most energetic sounds
in language. It sets the tone for the
drug to be fast, energetic and, in

context, big." Enough·said.
. Sounds that come to a full stop
(p, .b, t, d) connote slowness, Lexicon found; f, v, s and z are fast, and
z is fastest. That is ideal for Prozac
and for Amazon, ·connoting speed of
recovery (from depression) in the
first case and speed of gratification
(or shipping?) in the second. Voiced
_sounds in which the vocal cords vibrate-such as d, g, v and z-sound
both larger and more luxurious
than sounds made with just an explosion of ajr, such as t, k, f and s,
the researchers claim. In studies, respondents consistently and across several languages associate the same sounds
with such emotion-laden qualities
as sad and insecure, alive and daring. The sounds of l, s and v are associated with pleasant feelings; r,
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COMING WEDNESDAY, September 18, 2002 .
.The University of Central Florida's

FALL 2002 CAREER EXPO
A chance for UCF students to meet with niore
than 150 EMPLOYERS to discuss career
and employment opportunities
A list ·of employers is posted on the CRC's website:

www.crc.ucf.edu

•
•

WEDNESDAY, September 18, 2002

10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

AT THE UCF ARENA
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PROFESSIONAL ATTIRE RE·QUIRED
Sponsored by the Career Res~urce Center
Uni~ of Academic Development and Retention
Division of Student Development and EnrollmentServioos
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Opi1'i2n~
OUR STANCE:

U.S. actions resemble

behavior of rogue nations

W

hat would YO\! call a country that
produces the highest levels of dangerous chemicals in the world? How
about a country whose leader
announces that he is abandoning an arms control treaty and refuses to, enforce the biological weapons treaty because it doesn't want
international inspectors checking its own
weapons? How about a country that does not
give a flip about negotiations to reverse _global
- warming?
Sounds like a country that's negligent.
and dictatorial, one that may suggest war as
an answer. Maybe Iraq or one of those.other
immoral nations?
Wrong. This time the wicked nation is the
United States of America.
At the recent World Summit, many
nations and environmentalists criticized the
U.S. for its reluctance to endorse treaties that
would reduce global warming and increase
foreign aid to developing and irilpoverished
nations.
In particular,-the U.S. has refused to sign
the Kyoto treaty- a treaty signed by 54 other
nations designedjo limit emissions of greenhouse gases by industrial nations-that many
scientists believe causes global warming. ·
President Bush's decision to back out of
the treaty, which he claims will overburden the
country's industry during a slow economy, has
frustrated the majority of the world's nations
- especially since the U.S. has been one of

the major culprits in global p·ollution and one
of the b~gest emitters of green house gases.
Recent events such as last month's floods
in Europe and rising temperatures around the ·
world prove that global warming is already
occurring.
As a leader of a high-power nation,
President Bush should not back out of a tre~ty
that forces American companies to remain
environmentally-responsible. He should continue to set an example for the rest of the
world to follow. Instead, the U.S. recklessly
ignores the environmental consequences of its
actions in its everlasting pursuit of the dollar.
As oil wells dry up in the Middle East, oil
companies will demand the right to search for
oil elsewhere. They eventually will drill in the
Arctic because the U.S. government obviously
protects and promotes its financial interests
before environmental concerns.
.
While the U.S. is the strongest country in
the world - economically, militarily, strategically - that doesn't mean it can ignore the
international laws and treaties and U.N. resolutions that it demands other countries-obey.
As members of the international community and exemplars of a democratic nation,.
Bush and Congress must meet the same high
standards for foreign policy that they set for
themselves on domestic ideals.
Unfortunately, the U.S. tends to act out its
unchallenged superpower role without concern for what others in the world think.

OUR.STANCE:

Maybe mom-doesn't know _
best when it comes to no sex

.s

birth control pill that their parents have
uddenly moms matter when teenagers
given them in an effort to teach thein safe
make the decision to have sex for the
frrst tinie - at least according to a
sex.
recent study.
·
The study suggests that parental influIn the largest nationwide study of its
ence prevents early sex, but a strong relakind, researchers claim that teens who have
tionship with a parent will not likely stop a
a close relationship with their mothers are
teenager from having sex. If the opportunity
less likely to have sex as adolescents.
for sex presents itself, most adolescents
Researchers who play the apstinence
won't decide whether or not to do it based on . ,
card send the wrong message to parents and
the strength of the relationship they have
with their parents.
children in this study that is both flawed and
Instead, teens will and should consider
inaccurate.
The abstinence movement, while noble in their own feelings - how comfortable they
the sense that it tries to prevent teenage
- are with the idea of sex, how prepared they
pregnancies and sexually transmitted disfeel and how much they care for their sexual
eases, is also puritanical, because it suppartner - when deciding to have sex.
presses teens who simply want to and will
Plenty of teenagers who are close to
explore the possibilities that life has to offer.
their parents have sex, and the decision to do
Young people go through a number of
so does not necessarily ruin that close relationship.
physical and emotional changes during their
Parents should have a strong advisory
teenage years. Naturally, teens have a strong
role in the lives of their teenage children. If
sense of curiosity about their changing bodthey want to discourage their children from
ies and emotions. Teenagers' curiosity will
inevitably lead them toward sex, but rather
having sex, so be it.
than preaching.abstinence, parents should
But parents should also remember that
teach responsibility.
while teens may consider their parents'
~ A teenager will most likely not be thinkadvice before making the decision to have
ing about their mothers right before they
sex, in most cases, parental-advice will usualdecide to have sexual intercourse, but proba- ly be-more effective if it encourages safe sex,
bly will remember .to use a condom or take a
rather than no sex at all. ·

Pena's actions reduced to water-cooler humor
Having dealt with the UCF police
myself. I am appalled to hear any student
support for poor President Pena. A few
semesters ago. I was on my way home from .a
SGA Senate meeting. when I was a senator for ·
the College of Arts and Sciences, when I was
pulled over on Greek Park Drive for speeding.
Upon being pulled over. the flashlight
of the officer was shined on my senate
nametag. For all intents and purposes. the
officer knew at that point that I was a student leader.
I was pulled over on Greek Park Drive,
where it could have been assumed that I was
a Greek also. which I am not. According to
President Pena's theory. I should have been
arrested on the spot.
However, that was not the case. I was
repeatedly called Ms. Cunningham by the
officer and treated with far more respect than
I deserved for as fast as I had been going. In
addition. I was only charged with failure to

obey a traffic control -device, which carried
with it a smaller fine than the speeding ticket that I rightfully deserved.
Receiving a lesser ticket may have had
·something to do with the fact that I never
belligerently informed the officer oJ my status
on camp~s. I didn't smart off. nor did I brag
that I knew someone higher up in the force:
I was polite and respectful. despite
being completely tick~d off at the time. It's a
shame our president couldn't have done the
same to' avoid the embarrassment he has
caused himself and his ·fellow students.
I graduated in the summer of 2002
and now work at a local law firm . It is sad to
say that my fellow co-workers were joking
abo.ut his arrest at the water cooler. President
Pena and my degree are now water-cooler
humor.
-REBf((A CUNNINGHAM

(/ass of2002

Students sh~uld show more appreciation for lJCF's officers
As a former SGA leader, I can only say finds himself in now.
that I am astonished to see how many stuI am astonished that even after this
dents have such disregard for the rule of law. arrest. that administration allows this arroThe campus police for the University of gant student body president to besmirch the
Central Florida have a monumental job to office he·holds. I am also shocked by my felprotect us from criminals coming in_to the low colleague. Chris Day, who supported a-_
university, but they also have a duty to pro- . student body president that was legally
tect us from our own lack of judgment that arrested' for not only public intoxication but
could lead to a situation that president Pena also for interfering in the lawful duties of a

•
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"Always do -right- this will gratify _sorT1e ·and astorii.sh the rest."
-MARK TWA! N

.

•
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The reasons why I wish I Was hazed
through a series of mind games
and ridiculous scavenger hunts,
but through actual conversation
As sorority and fraternity and shared experiences.
recruitment came to a close, I
Where was all the cruelty I
began to grow nostalgic for -the heard about in becoming Greek?
time before I went through I can't help but feel cheated.
recruitment, a time when I was
Hazing, which is illegal here
still idealistic. I eagerly anticipat- in Florida and most states, can
ed being hazed, but much to my be anything from forcing new
regret, I did not experience a sin- members to consume alcohol,
gle iota of the once time-honored food or drugs to sending new
tradition of humiliating myself by members on scavenger_ hunts
submitting to . a group of my and leaving them naked in the
peers.
woods. The possibilities are endInstead I had to settle for - less when it comes to hazing; it
getting to know the girls in my all depends on the amount of cresorority and pledge class., not ativity of your peers.
BECKA KULCHAK
STAFF WRITER

One of the main reasons I
joined a sorority in the first place
was to experience all the crazy,
extreme, outrageous and out-ofcontrol experiences that television and movies have portrayed
about sororities, fraternities and
college life in general. Now, due
to anti-hazing laws, I experience
the Diet Coke of sorority life.
My conception c;>f Greek life
comes froni. stereotypes that I
have amassed through the years
thanks to the media. I am not surprised that the media would lie to
me, just disappointed.
I can't seem to muster any
excitement living in an environ-

ment where there is no threat to like being four years old and
my safety, where my appetite for knowing that the Easter Bunny,
cruelty and innate human brutal- Santa Claus and the Tooth Fairy
ity goes unsatisfied.
are just your crank parents
I know that I am up to the shelling out a meager distribuemotional and physical challenge tion of love .translated through
of hazing, and I don't believe that dolla,rs and cents.
I'm especially susceptible to peer
All the ideas I had about colpressure or mind control by peo- lege as far back as I can remen:iple I just met, either. I doubt that ber are destroyed. Not only is
there was ever any control to Greek life a letdown; but college
begin with; oppression is a state life is a disappointing reality in
of mind.
· all aspects. It is reminiscent of
Taking hazing out of our pri- the fact that UCF-is not a party
vate clubs and public organiza- school. , There are no pranks to
tions is like watching "The Usual pull, no shenanigans to be had.
Suspects," already knowing that All is lost - we are here solely
Kevin Spacey is Keis_e r Sose. It's for our education.

Live life ·to its fullest: play hard, laugh loud, love well
ATLAR6E

CATHLEEN CRANE
STAFF WRITER

•

.

A week after Sept. 11, I
sat among silent passengers
on an airplane as it pushed
into the morning sky. I
thought of the unsuspecting
people on flights the week
before and asked · myself,
''Ain I ready to die?"
To answer yes seemed
like a finite, stagnant
achievement. So I asked a
better question: Am. I ready
to live?
. Am I ready to live life
like the one-time-around ride
that it is?
Do I play it too safe, or
am I willing to meet or create
opportunities that could
result
in
unimaginable
rewards?

That flight last year was
itself a -step into the
unknown for me. With nothing more to go on except pictures of the Grand Teton
mountains in Wyoming and a
website description of a
ranch, I decided to fly to a
place I'd never been and
spend a week's vacation with
people I'd never met.
The draw of a beautiful
place and unlimited horseback riding made it an easy
step to take. But beyond my
choice of vacation, what
risks would I take?
I suddenly remembered
this great quote my guidance
counselor had taped to his
wall my senior year of high
school.
"What would you do if
you knew you would not
fail?"
With no fear of failure,
what would I study, what
would I do for work, where
would I choose to live?
I re-evaluated and I
changed my degree. Out
went the technical writing
degree I thought I should
pursue and suddenly I

became a journalist.
While I didn't pack up my
office, I did use another answer
to decide whether or not to pursue a professional certification.
My choice was to spend a few
months studying for an exam, or
put the time toward another
love, photography. I scratched
my plans for my second professional certification and found a
commercial photography program instead.
I took another plunge. I
began to reconsider other choices in my life.
What would I do or say if I
weren't afraid of what others

thought? Who would I love, who
would I leave, what would I try?
I've considered that question many times between last
year and even this past
Saturday night. I've used the
answers to clirrib out on new
limbs in my work, play, studies
and relationships.
When I compare my fife
against my lottery-winner
dreams, there are fewer gaps
today than last year.
Whether or .not I ever get
my dream job, or settle in my
dream town or live on my dream
ranch, I search for ways to live
and enjoy parts of my dream

every day.
I ride, I write, I take photos.
I spend more time with family
and friends.
A week after the one-year
anniversary of an unprecedented disaster, I'll return to the
same ranch in Wyoming. Tb.at
trip is just another step in my
commitment to take and make
opportunities to fully enjoy niy
time on this ride.
Whenever you can, play
hard. Laugh loud. Love well.
Columnist Cathleen Crane can be
reached at ccrane@ucffuture.com

•
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police officer.
Contrary to Mr. Day's remarks, some
of these officers were not only police officers before, but also served in our armed
services. In this case. I put my total sup~ ·
port with the Campus Police, who have
done an outstanding job in protecting
the student body of UCF.
·
Many other student leaders during

my tenure were removed from office for
lesser offenses. My question is. will the
administration of UCF change the rules for
Mr. Pena just because he is the student
body president? Isn't he the same as any
other student on campus?
-JOHN TIJRNER
(/ass of 1995

.Pena's report nothing but fluff piece
Bravo. I would like to be the first
· to congratulate the editors of The future
for an exceptional PR campaign in refer- ence to "Report Card: Pena's second
term" written by Kathryn Podolsky that .
ran on Sept. 9. 2002
I haven't seen that kind of backpeddllng since the NBA introduced the
three-pointer! The "hard-hitting" journalism that highlighted the arrest of
SGA president Pena was completely
underm.ined by that propaganda platter
you served up this week.
I may not be the most savvy
media critic, but come on now. You followed up a scandalous front-page mug
shot with superfluous feel good fluff.
complete with a quaint pictorial of Pena

hard at work. signing what could or
could not be bail bonds. While I do not
spy any Pulitzers in the making. I do
foresee the makings of some skilled
spin-doctors.
_
To be sure. I have no qualm with
Mr. P~na. Nobody ever said the "R" in
GREEK stood for "Responsible." If anythin,g, his escapades can only aid UCF in
landing a coveted spot on the Collegiate
Party-Puke-Prank Top Ten.
My concern is with you. dear editors. Do not serve us Spam and tell us
it's sirloin. It's not right. it's not credible
and it most definitely isn't journalism.
-HEATHER KELLY
UCF setJior
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WOMEN'S .
SOCCER NOTEBOOK _

Shutout
streaks earns
goalie honor

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

A tale of

CHARYi MAGDAONG
STAFF WRITER

two seasons

" The Atlantic Sun named
UCF
senior
goalkeeper
Jessica Kuhlman defensive
Player of the Week for her four
shutouts to open the season.
She has collected 11 saves in
358 minutes of play. She has
14 career shutouts.

Knights pick up first
conference win .
UCF's women's soccer
team extended it shutout
streak to four, blanking
Florida Atlantic in i.t s first
conference game 2-0 on
Sunday. The Golden Knights
are now 4-0.
After coming close to scoring a goal . in the previous
games by hitting the crossbar
on three occasions, . junior
midfielder Patty MacDowell
broke the scoreless game at
the 58:43 mark. MacDowell
received a pass in the penalty
box from Becca Eshelman and
drove the ball into the lower
left side of the net.
About 25 minutes later,
sophomore Allison Blagriff put
the game out of reach, scoring
her first goal of the se.a son off
an . assist from Courtney
Haarhues. In net,_ Jessica
Kuhlman made four saves on
the day.

Making history

·

The only other UCF team
that started its season perfect
is the 1981 team, which produced five consecutive victories. With Amy Ford in net, the
'81 team went 11-3, losing all
three
games
to
North
Carolina. In the final game of
the season, UCF lost a closely
contested match to the Tar
Heels 0-1 in the Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women Championship game, a
year before the NCAA recognized women's s_occer.

JoE KALEITA I CFF

Quarterback Ryan Schneider left Saturday's game against Arizona State in the third quarter Saturday ~ith bruised ribs.

The UCF offense
struggles to find
consistency
.CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

JOE !<ALEITA I

CFF

Sophomore Allison Blagriff (4) scored her
first goal of the season Sunday.

It _was midway through the third quarter. In the span of four minutes, Arizona
State had turned a 13-10 UCF lead into its
own 32-13 advantage. Golden Knights
quarterback Ryan Schneider was lying on
the ground of Sun Devil Stadium and not
looking like he would get up anytime soon.
It was a fittirig symbol of what UCF's
offense has looked like over the past two
games: bruised and beaten. From silly
penalties to lost shoes, the Golden Knights
have looked terribly inconsistent in scor·i ng just 37 points in two games. .
"We have a lot of mental mistakes and
a lot of mental errors that we have to over-

NO GAIE THIS SATURDAY FOR THE KNIGHTS
come from the past two weeks," said tight
end Mario Jackson. "We're not down but
we know that we have to do a lot of rec01;1.struction here in the next week."
This wasn't how it was supposed to
be not' even close. It wasn't that unfatho~able ·for UCF to open the season 0-2
after a road· trip that took them to a
packed house· in Penn State and far from
home in Arizona. But surely it would be
due to the youth and inexperience of the
defense, and not the. shortcomings of the ·
talented offense.
. Yet the defense has held its own, while
the offense keeps shooting itself in the foot
and turning place-kicker Matt Prater into
its best weapon. If the true freshman hadn't been so impressive in making five of
six field goals, things could be even wo~se.
So how ha,.s this happened? How is itthat a unit ranked among the tops in the
nation last year, particularly in passing,
currently ranks 88th? It certainly isn't
PLEASE SEE

Weather ON 14

For the first time in the
program's short history, the
UCF football team has a season within a season.
Now that the Golden
~
Knights are in the MidAmerican.Conference, the first
. two games of the season don't
matter in the long run. The
games that matter begin Sept.
20 with their conference open- ·
er at Marshall.
"I feel like that honestly,
we wanna win every game, but
the big picture is the MAC
championship right now. That
is the big picture," said defensive tackle Larry Brown. "By
not playing a MAC game, we
have been able to see adversity
now. Coach (Mike) Kruczek
always talks about adversity.
We've been able to see adversi-·
ty, two losses. We can come
back now and regroup and not
be out of the big picture."
A win against Penn State
or Arizona State would ·have
given the team some momentum heading into the Marshall
game, but motivation will not
be lacking.
"We-still have something
to play for," said Brown. "I
think that is going to help our
team, motivate all these guys
to work harder. We don't want
to lose anymore. Now we ·a re
playing for something. Nobody
wants to play the rest of the
year for nothing. We don't
want to just play the 12 or 13
games.- We want to play for.
something, and we're not out
of the big picture.~
As an Independent, every
game counted if the Knights
hoped to reach the postseason.
Now the conference affiliation
gives UCF some hope of a bowl
bid. .
"That's the storyline. It's
kind of a tale of two seasons,"
said Kruczek. "We knew that
we were starting fast and
there were areas that we were
concerned about. In years past
... if we lost the first two football games, realistically, we
· had no chance of ever getting
to postseason play. Now, .
regardless of what took place
in the first two weeks, our
goals and objectives to reach
the MAC [championship], those
are still there."
Standing in the way of
those goals are Marshall and
the rest of the MAC. Each teain
is waiting to get its chance to
.welcome the Knights into the
conference.
··
UCF starts its conference
initiation in challenging fashPLEASE SEE
o
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VOLLEYBALL NOTEBOOK
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Sante name ·player of the week
in UCF history. She leads the
team and the A-Sun with 5.28
kills a game. Her performances
last ·weekend also pushed her
career kill total over the 1,000
plateau. She has 1,040, placing
her fifth on UCF's all-time list.
She is also just_ one of .five players to surpass 1,000 kills.

TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

Leyre Santaella Sante tied a
career-high with ·· 35 kills
Saturday against Stephen F.
Austin, earning her Atlantic Sun
Player of the Week honors.
Her performance also rated
second -best in the nation for last
week with Hawaii's Kim
Willoughby topping Sante with 38

Sante

kills.

Sante's performance was seventh best

Volleyball splits pair

The UCF volleyball team.
split two five-game matches Saturday at the
UCF Fall Invitational in Orlando.

Knights need to get it together
FROM PAGE

12

ion, as the Thundering Herd are ranked No. 17
in the nation in the ESPN/USA Today Coaches
Poll. Marshall quarterback Byron Leftwich is a
Heisman Trophy candidate.
"From the things that I hear, Byron
Leftwich "is a great player," said Brown.
"Marshall has a very explosive offense. TP.ey
pass the ball a lot. They have good receivers
and we just gotta do what we have to do and
try to break them down and really understand
what they do.
"I believe that we have a great defense
that can play with just about anybody and if
we do what we have to do, their offense and
what they do shouldn't really matter. We just
have to come o·u t and worry about our game
plan and concentrate on doing the th~gs that
we practice and doing the things .that we do.
You can't really worry about what they do."

The Herd have not been challenged yet
this season, but the test comes tonight as they
tri:i.vel to No. 9 Virginia Tech.
As for the Knights, the defense has been
strong, but the offense and special teams need
some work if they want to win ball games. The
offense showed glimpses of what it's capable of
against Penn State, but never got anything
going against Arizona State. The kicking game
has been good, but coverage hasn't.
UCF has the talent to run with the big
dogs, but the coaches and players need to figure out what it's going to take to get everybody
on the same page. And they need to do it quick.
They have this weekend off, which should give
an injured offensive line and quarterback a
chance to heal and a chance to regroup.
Columnist Kristy Shonka can be
reached at sports@ucffuture.com
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Knights record fell to 2-5 on the season.

The Golden Knights defeated
Northeastern in the first match of the day
24-30, 30-25, 22-30, 30-28, 15-12. UCF fell
just short to Stephen F. Austin 23-30, 30-26,
31-29, 19-30, and 7-15 in the nightcap. ·
Leyre Santaella Sante did her part to
help the Knights win,,tying a career high for
kills with 35. Stephen F. Austin proved to be.
too much for UCF, with four different players
recording double-digit kills.
·
Senior Cassy Kerner racked up a
career-high 20 kills in the win over
Northeastern. Ke,rner also set a personal
best for digs in that match with 21. The

Up next
UCF is in action again this weekend in
the UCF Classic. Montana, Charleston
Southern, and Mississippi will compete on
Friday and Saturday at the UCF Arena. The
Golden Knights open the tournament at 7
p.m. Friday against Montana. They take on
Charleston Southern at 12:30 p.m. Saturday
and face Mississippi in the nightcap at 7
p.m.
Ohio comes to Orlando on Sunday to
play the Knights at" 1 p.m.
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Weather has wreaked havoc o.n practice schedule
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JOE KALEITA

Senior wide receiver Doug Gabriel provided the Golden Knights with their only touchdown Saturday, an 80-yard reception. He led UCF with five receptions for 116 yards. He was the only UCF receiver with more than one catch.

FROM PAGE
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. from a lack .of talent. Schneider
js good enough to be challenging
Daunte Culpepper's passing
records, while wideout Doug
Gabriel's stock seems to rise
every week. And Alex Hayes provides a formidable running game.
The only true area of concern is the offensive line. They're
an experienced group full of
many JC players and have nicknamed themselves· "The Moat."
But injuries have kept them from
practicing together much and
made "The Moat"_an easy swim
for defenders._Jhey allowed eight
sacks and UCF has only gained
1.8 yards per rush.
"I don't think that the offensive line is playing with the confidence they need to play with
right now;" said UCF Coach Mike
Kruczek. "I go back to statements in the summer abou.t the
continuity of that line. We never
had one day when the same five
were ever starting together. That
makes it real tough."
But even through those
struggles up front, UCF has had
ample opportunity to put points
on the board. They've just found
too many ways to fail.
The biggest culprit has been
dropped passes. From Gabriel's
questionable drop in the end.zone
against Penn State to Jackson's
perplexing miss to · end UCF's
first drive ·a gainst Arizona State,
dropped passes have cost the
Golden Knights dearly. In particular the team had difficulties
catching in the-_rain at Arizona,
causing Schneider to go 7-for-24,
the worst game of his career. '
The next big problem has
been turnovers. In the third quarter
against
Penn
State,
Schneider and center Mike
Mabry· fumbled a snap deep in
their own territory, giving the
Nittany ·Lions an easy field goal.
Schneider was intercepted in

UCF territory later in the quarter
and only a great goal line stand
by the defense saved a score .
Then; last week, UCF had two
interceptions returned for touchdowns on back-to-back drives:
Gabriel also fumbled away a
potential scoring drive in the second quarter.
Then there are the penalties.
Of the 17 penalties UCF incurred
against Arizona State, 11 were
on the offense. It's all too often
puttirig UCF in third-and-long
situations. and making it difficult
tO get any rhythiri going.
And overall UCF has just
. failed to execute in the clutch.
They were O-for-11 on third-down
conversions against Arizona
State and haven't been able to
make plays in the red.zone. Tliis
sloppiness and lack of execution
can be contributed to the lack of
practice time UCF has had. The
constant rain has forced them to
cut short practice or to practice
indoors far too many times.
"I'm not going to make
excuses, ·but the plain and simple
fact is we just didn't practice last
week," said Kruczek. "You can't
prepare a football team in a gym
setting. You can't throw the football,.there's no room. Offensively
we can't do anything."
The Golden Knights have
two weeks _to fix these problems
before they head to Marshall and
open up their MAC schedule. ·
This was supposed to be a
matchup of the two most p·otent
offenses in the conference. UCF
must firid the offensive touch that
has made them so successful in
the past, for they'll likely·have to
. out-gun Marshall to win.
·
"We have a great team but
we're missing th~ small t~ings.
We just got to get back out .bere
on the practice field and do what
we know we can do," said
Jackson. "We should go out and
put on a good show against
MU!'shall in two weeks."
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MEN'S SOCCER NOTEBOOK

Cross Country teams head to Tallahassee

Men's soccer opens at .
home with Florida Tech
ToM· ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

Men's soccer picks up . first win of the season

. The UCF men's soccer team picked up its
first victory of 2002
The UCF men's soc- Saturday in the first
cer team lost a hard- round of the Nike/College
fought battle 2-1 Sunday of Charleston Soccer
to
the
College
of Classic as they beat the
Charleston in double Citadel 2" 1.
overtime. It was the final
The Golden Knights
game in the Nike. Soccer. got out to an early lead
Classic.
when senior Ornulf Olsen
The Golden Knights scored unassisted six
lep. at halftime 1-0 thanks minutes_ into the game.
to
junior
Tobias The Citadel evened the
Kronberger_'.S goal from score in the 28th minute
freshman Billy Judino with a goal by Matt
with 11:30 left in the first Breech.
half. Charleston's Tony
UCF- junior Zegai
Myers evened the score Habtom scored just
at the 64:38 mark, and before halftime to put the
the score would stay that Knights ahead for good.
way for another 35 min- There were no goals in
utes until Myers scored the
second
half.
his ·second goal of the Sophomore goalkeeper
day 1 minute, 5.3 seconds Ryan Mcintosh earned
into the second overtime eight saves for the
period.
Knights, who improved
The Golden Knights their record to 1-1-1 on
were outshot by the the season.
Cougars 20-8 in the
match, but UCF goalie Up next
Ryan Mcintosh recorded
The Golden Knights
fi~e saves. The Knights
get a week off before
fall to 1-2-1 on the sea- kicking off their home
son.
schedule Sept. 16 against
Florida Tech.

Golden Knights lose
in double overtime

.;

·
l

,

-1

.1

·"

The men's and wo.men's
cross country teams run
in the FSU Invitational on
Saturday. Last weekend
they ran in the UCF
Invitational, where the
women's team finished
second and the men's
team finished fifth.

~
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.
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. When you swipe your card atfootball games, you wiUbe
eligible to win ·great prizes duririg each home.game
ihcluding a$1.,000 scholarship co.mpliments of SGA.

Go IDi/Jht1/ ·

STAFF WRITER

Wild.& anti other WI""iters~ Miller
is. rebelling against the con-

formities -0f middle class. He
yearns to explore the mysteries
he energy level is high of life.
among Theatre UCF
"He is very rambunctious,"
students as they pre- said Gilreath about his characpare for their season opener ter. "He's 17, but tries to put up
''Ah, Wilderness!" by Eugene a much older facade."
O'Neill.
Graduate student Shawn
The cast and crew put the. Hicks plays Richard's father,
finishing touches on their lines, Nat Miller.
blocking, cues, scene changes
"Richard and Nat, for the
and overall performances. The most part, have a good relationsound of actors rehearsing var- ship," said Hicks. "They have
ious scenes simulta:geously can their arguments, but always
be heard throughout the the- resolve their differences. I think'
ater.
Nat sees himself more in
The play, set on July 4, Richard than the other chil1906, focuses on Richard Miller, dren."
who is played by senior Ryan
Essie Miller, Richard's
Gilreath. A 17-year-old poet mother, is played by senior Lara
who quotes Ibsen, Swinburn, Mainard.

T

PC industry confronts

its recycling issues
CRAYTON HARRISON
KRTCAMPUS

If computer makers don't
do something soon to keep
toxic PC parts from piling up
in landfills, the government
may do it for them.
The computer industry
wants to avoid asking consumers to pay the cost of
recycling
somewhere
between $10 and $50 per personal computer - when they
make their purchases.
Some state and national
legislators say PC companies
won't do anything meaningful
unless they're required to do
it. The threat of legislation
has those companies, which
already pay for recycling programs in Europe, scrambling
to come up with a system that
is volunt~ but still effective.

They may be rumling out
of time.
Twenty states introduced legislation this year
having to do in one form or
another with electronic
waste, said Ted Smith, executive director of the Silicon
Valley Toxics Coalition. "By ·
all indications, this [movement] is going to grow."
The debate has reached
Washington.
Rep.
Mike
Thompson, D-Calif., introduced a bill in July requiring
PC companies to charge consumers $10 for recycling costs
. when they-buy their computers.
Computers and other
electronic devices are made
with lead, mercury, cadmium
and other toxic metals.
PLEASE SEE
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"Ah, Wilderness!"
by Eugene O'Neill

Sept. 12 - 22
Theatre UCF

Matinee • 2 p.m.
Evening • 8 p.m.

Ticket Prices
6eneral Public
Senior Citizens
Students (w/10)

$10
$9
$6

Theatre UCF Ticket Office

407.823.1500

''She is extremely 11protective of Richard," said Mainard.
"She sees him as being very different from her other children.
He has a bright future ahead of
. "
h rm.
Richard's desire to share his
insight with · his girlfriend
Muriel, played by Natalie Weiss,
leads her father to end the relationship. This begins a series of
new experiences for Richard. In
a sleazy bar, he experiences his
first kiss, drunken stupor and his
first fight.
Through his adventures,
Richard realizes that his home
life is not so bad. He also realizes that the indulgences that he
craved are far less "romantic"
than he thought.
"He grows up and is a lot
more mature by the end of the

play," said Gilreath.
The experience of the show
so far has been memorable for ~
the cast.
"The world of this play is
heightened compared to real
life, but the directors have managed to turn this 'Ozzy and
Harriet' world into a real place,"
said Mainard. "These people ~
have become real, and not just
characters."
Jim Heisinger is directing
the show. The associate director is Pat Flick. Both are guest
artists from the Orlando/UCF
Shakespeare Festival.
The set, designed by
Richard Harmon, is very simple. The stage is set with a
series of ' columns topped with r.
PLEASE SEE

Cast oN 18

Poor college students
DONNA

T.

SCHUMAN

STAFF WRITER

With college life comes
many things. No parents, no
curfew, no one to tell you to
make your bed, no one to make
you do your laundry and, of ·
course, NO MONEY.
As the anticipation of
your first financial aid check
grows, some plan on the
next elaborate thing they
will buy, while others try
to figure out how they
will live on that little for
four months. Either way
most UCF students will
eventually take on the
title of "Poor College
Students".
People who would
spend their weekly paycheck on clothes, CDs
and video games find
PLEAsE SEE Credit ON 18
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MUSIC TEl-EVISION ®

ATs.T

NO PURCHASE OR CALL NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. PURCHASING OR CALLING WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING AS COMPARED TO ENTERING VIA U.S. MAIL.
Eligibility: Open only to legal residents of the 48 contiguous l!.nited States and the District of Columbia who are 18 years of age or older as of 8/1 /02. Employees, officers and directors of AT&T, DVC Group, Inc., Project Support .

..

Team, Inc. and their respective parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, distributor~, advertising and promotion agencies and suppliers and their immediate family members (mother, father, sister, brother, any child, husband, wife) and those living in their households are not eligible to enter of win. Void in Puerto Rico, U.S. Vir€Jin Islands, Hawaii, Alaska, and where otherwise prohibited by law. Two Ways to Participate: A.) To enter by signing up for AT&T Long
Distance, AT&T One Rateu 7( Plus Plan and/ or the AT&J AnyHour International Savings Plan: Call 1-877-COLLEGE between l 2:00:00AM Eastern.Time ("ET") on 8/1 /02 and 11 :59:59PM ET on 10/31 /02 (hereafter referred
to as the "Promotion Period") and provide the required information to the operator or IVR prompt to receive one entry into the sweepstakes. Limit one entry per household for each plan. 8.) To enter by mail: Hand print your name,
complete address, zip code, age, daytime telephone number, email address, college or university name, school status (pt/ft) (if applicable), and the words "AT&T College/MTV Back to School Promotion" on a plain 3"x 5" paper and
mail it in a hand addressed #10 envelope with first-class postage to: "AT&T College/MTV Back .to School Promotion", P.O. Box 13084, Bridgeport, CT 06673-3084. Mailed entries must be received by 11 /7/02. Limit three entries
per person and per household for the duration of the Promotion Period. Entries become property of Sponsor. Facsimiles, photocopies and mechanically reproduced entries are void. Entries that are mutilated, lost, illegible, late, misdirected, postage due, or incomplete are not eligible. The use of automated devices (or any other devices .intended to automate any aspect of telephone or mail-in entry) to enter Sweepstakes is prohibited. If Sponsor, in its sole discretion, determines that an entrant has used an automated device to enter, all entries from that entrant will be void. Sponsor is. not responsible for entries that are incomplete, inaudible or interrupted for any reason or for electronic, telephonic, human or other failures, problems or errors, interruptions in service due to system upgrades, repairs, modifications or other causes, Failures· or malfunctions of connections, phones, phonelines or telephone systems, technical or
mechanical malfunctions, or other malfunctions or. errors, whether caused by equipment, programming, human error or otherwise. Prize/Odds: (1) Grand Prize: 4 day/3 night trip for winner and (3) guests to the MTV New Year's
Eve Party in New York City on 12/30/02-1 /2/03 consisting of round trip coach air transportation from nearest major airport in the U.S. to winner's residence, suite hotel accommodations for (4) (one suite), ground transportation
(to/from hotel and the airport), and a total of $1,000 spending money for winner only (Approximate Refciil Value "ARV"=$6,000). Actual value of prize may vary depending on winner's city of departure. Travel arrangements to be
determined by Sponsor. Winner and guests must travel together on the same itinerary. Trip must be taken on dates and times designated by Sponsor or prize will be forfeited in its entirety and may be awarded to an alternate winner.
No transfer, assignment, cash redemption, or substitution of prize except by Sponsor in the event prize (or any portion thereof) is unavailable in which case, Sponsor will substitute a prize (or applicable portion) of equal or greater
value. Insurance and all applicable federal, state qnd local taxes on receipt and use of prize, if any, and any expenses not specified above are the sole responsibility of winner. Odds of winning the Grand Prize will depend on the
total number of eligible entries received. Drawing: A random drawing will be conducted on or about 11 /14/02 from among all eligible entries received. Drawing will be performed by Project Support Team, Inc ., an independent
.judging organization whose decisions are final and binding in all matters relating to the sweepsfakes. In the event a winning AT&T account selected is a joint accpunt, a total of one prize will be awarded to the holders of that account.
If winner is an AT&T customer, winne.r's account must be in good standing as of the date prize is awarded. Winner will be notified by mail. Miscellaneous: Grand Winner will be required to execute and return an Affidavit of Eligibility,
Liability Release and (where legal) Publicity Release within 3 days of issuance of notification. Traveling companions must be 18 years of age or. older as of 8/1 /02 and will also be required to sign and return a Liability Release and
(where legal) Publicity Relec;ise prior to the issuance of travel documents. If any prize notification is returned as non-Oeliverable, winner will be disqualified and an alternate winner will be selected. Non-compliance with any of the foregoing may result in disqualification and awarding of prize to an alternate winner. By entering, participants agree to these Official Rules and to the decisions of the judges which shall be final and binding in all respects and further
agree that; 1:J Sponsor, its parents, subsidiaries and affiliates and advertising and promotion agencies may use (unless prohibited by law) their name, city and state of residence, photograph and/or likeness for advertising and/or
trade and/or any other purpose in any media now or hereafter known without further compensation, permission or notification and 2.) that the aforestated parties, Project Support Team, ln,c ., and all of their respective officers, directors, employees, representatives and agents shall have no liability and will be held harmless for any liability, loss, injury or damage to participant or any othe.r person or entity, including personal injury or death to winner, guest or any
other person or damage to personal or real property due in whole or in part, directly or indirec~y, by reason of the acceptance, possession, use or misuse of the prize and any travel or activity related thereto or participation in this
sweepstakes. Winner~ Name: For the Grand Prize winner's name, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope for receip~ by 12/ 16/02 to: "AT&T College/MTV Back to School Promotion" Winner, P.O . Box 13106, Bridgeport, CT
06673-3106. Sponsor: AT&T, 340 Mt. Kembel, Morristown, NJ 07960 Promoter: DVC Group, Inc., Morristown, NJ 07960 CD OFFER: Consumers who have signed up for the AT&T Long Distance, AT&T One Rate" 7¢ Plus Plan
and/or the AT&T AnyHour International Saving Plan during the promotion period, in addition to being entered into this Sweepstakes will be sent a Sony online gift certificate which may be redeemed at www.sonycertificates.com toward
a select CD from the Sony Music "Hot New Releases" Catalog (Approximate Retail Value "ARV"=$15), while supplies last. The Sony online gift certificate will be included in the AT&T fulfillment package. Terms, conditions, and restrictions may apply to the use of the online certificate and PIN. Limit one CD per person, e-mail address, immediate family member, or household. Please allow 6-8 weeks after redemption for delivery. ©MTV Networks. All Rights Reserved .
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Cast brings
characters,
story to life
FROM PAGE
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crown molding. This set
though basic, functions well
for this play. The props are
minimal making scene transitions run smoothly. Stage
Manager Kelly Borgia has
total faith in her crew.
"I know the technical
part will run well," said
Borgia. "I am· very excited for
the show. It's my senior year
and this is my last chance to
stage manage a show."
The supporting cast of
''Ah, Wilderness!" include
Matt Greenbaum, Brook
Hanneman, Eric Ulloa; Ann
·Lacertosa, Robert Coll, Aaron

Kirkpatrick, Donte' Bonner,
Dena Kology, Brooke Booth
and Chris Taylor. The lighting
was designed by Jason Tollefson. The sound technician is Aaron Muhl. Costumes
were designed by Jack Smith,
also
from
Orlando
Shakespeare Festival.
''Ah, Wilderness!" opens ·'
today at 8 p.m. and runs
through Sept. 22. Matinee
performances begin at 2 p.m."
Evening performances begin
at 8 p.m. Tickets are available
at the Theatre UCF Ticket
Office, (407) 823-1500. Tickets
are $10 for the general public,
$9 for senior citizens and $6
SAMANTHA Lou / cFF
for students with proper ID.
Theatre UCF's production of Ah, Wilderness! opens tonight and runs through Sept. 22 ..

,

Credit cards, discounts help
FROM PAGE
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themselves clipping coupons
and shopping at discount
clothing stores. Freshman
Michael Thomas stated that
he spends the same amount,
but on different things.
"Instead of spending money
on fun things, I spend it ori
food," Thomas said. Some
· don't have the money to shop
at all. "On a scale of 1 to 10,
monetarily I am at a thre.e,"
freshman Craig Brooks said.
"I haven't been shopping yet
because I don't have the
funds to."
The combination of being
away from home and a limited budget contribute to the
lack of nutrition in student
diets. Many students have
gone from home cooked
meals to microwave dinners.
"My diet now consists of fruit,
soda,
Chef
Boyardee,
Subway,"
Wendy's
and
Michael Thomas, freshman,
said. Occasionally UCF students make the trip home to
Mom and Dad, where they
know they can always get a
healthy meal. "Vegetables are
completely out of my diet,"
freshman Anne McMonagle
said. "The ouly time I eat
them is at home because my
Mom makes sure to put extra
on my plate."
Credit Cards also lend a ·
helping hand in a student's
journey to financial instability. Upon their 18th birthday,
many students are bombarded with credit offers that contain those magical words
"pre-approved". "It seems
like every time I check the
mail there is something from·
a credit card company asking
me to 'join now'," McMonagle
said. A study by the
Southwest Association of
Student
Financial
Aid
Administrators stated that 78
percent of undergraduate

.. .

students have at least one aren't
school
related," on a limited budget and offer
credit card. That percentage Brooks said. "They buy me discounts so they can have
rose 11 points from the previ- more stuff now, which I love." those extras." Badalamenti
ous study done two years Students also have a new added that his business is
ago.
type of appreciation for their geared toward students so he
Some students try to parents. "I defiantly appreci- offers support to UCF and the
avoid debt by taking matters ate them more because I can students through the disinto their own hands.
see how hard it is to budget counts. Rose Eberhardt,
Aside from financial · money to buy groceries and manager of Fantastic Sams
assistance, UCF _ students pay the bills," McMonagle hair cutters stated that they
work part-time jobs to help said.
·offer student discounts

ATldUAHA

~FLATS ·
• Great Tei-Mei
·Cold Beer
•laid Baok
AtmospheretU
\

11 Forida Locations
"'~*e~*1B"ffif&.ilfEMW'Mi&-.;t~._..

7608 University 81vd.
Gornu of Goldenrod and University
(UCf AREA)

(407) 673-2456
&fJol part-tims jflbsl
Call for an intsrvisw.
CFF STAFF PHOTO

An inexpensive cup of microwaved noodles is a normal meal for cash-strapped college students.

fund their education. Natalia
Zuluaga, senior, stated that
in addition to her classes she
works about 25 hours a week.
During the summer Zuluaga
works full time. Students that
are still adapting to college
life plan on a job in the near
future. "Financial Aide has
paid for my housing and
tuition, but I am looking for a
job to help pay bills," Brooks
said.
Despite their new found
independence, college students still count on Mom and
Dad· every now and then. "My
parents give me money to eat
and to pay for things that

There are ways to enjoy
some luxuries while living on
a limited budget. A student ID
can become your best friend
if you know how to use it.
Several local businesses
including .movie theatres,
tanning salons, restaurants
and local attractions offer
discounts to students seeking
recreation. Sol y Luna tanning salon, located at 12094
Collegiate Way, offers discounted prices to UCF students. "Tanning beds are
more of a luxury than a
necessity,"
owner
Vito
Badalamenti stated. "We
understand that ·students are

because they understand
what it's like to be college
students: "We know a lot are
full-time students with jobs,
and we are trying to help
out," she added. "We've all
been there." Fantastic Sams
is located at 10691 E.
Colonial Drive and 4270
AlomaAve.
Being a poor college student takes some time to get
used to. Brooks offers some
suggestions to the world outside of tJCF "Have pity on us
poor college students. Offer
us your leftovers," Brooks
adds. "We will do the same
for yo_u when we are wealthy."

. ~RISTORANTE

&

PIZZERIA

si:;a
· lonanecks
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can lat Wings

Mon - Wed. 11am - 2am

407~ 282-4000
Across tram UCf

•
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PC recycling still
.,

relies on consumers

to make PCs more environmentally friendly from the start. A
Computer monitors made with new wave of flat-panel monitors,
cathode ray tubes contain for instance, are growing popuabout 5 to 8 pounds of lead.
· lar with consumers and don't
- Critics say the computer have lead-laced cathode ray
• industry' is shirking a responsi- tubes .
bility to safely dispose of the
NEC Corp. last month introhazardous materials it pro- duced its U.S. version of the
duces. But PC companies say PowerMate, a computer made of
consumers have the ultimate recyclable plastic with a flatresponsibility to take care of panel monitor and a lead-free
the environment.
motherboard.
But
the
Environmentalists and PowerMate retails for $1,599, far
corporations have been waging above the bargain-basement
that war for decades. But the prices. for many PCs. CQmputer
growing popularity of comput- makers are trying to make their
ers has generated an over- products safer .for the environwhelming mass of toxic parts ment, but they have to worry
that have to be disposed of about competitive prices, said
somehow.
Renee St. Denis, H-P's product
"Historically, in terms of recycling business unit manager.
recycling, producers of prod"That's the business realiucts in this country have been !Yt" said . "If nobody buys the
fairly successful at avoiding the product, it's worse than if you'd
· end-of-life costs of their prod- never made it."
ucts," said Robin Schneider,
director of the Texas Campaign
for the Environment. "It's pretty typical for the industries in
this country to get off that
hook."
Schneider's group protested at Dell Computer Corp.'s
annual meeting in July, urging
the company to charge customers up front for recycling
·costs.
Dell says its business customers can send computers to
one of several recycling centers, only paying for the shlppingwhile Dell covers the costs
to break down the PC and dispose of the parts. The company
is planning to debut a similar
program for consumers in late
September.
But takeback programs
don't work very well, environmentalists say. Even in some
European countries where
companies are required to take
PCs back from customers and
pay all the costs, consumers
often simply put their old computers in the basement just like
their counterparts in the
United States, Smith said.
PC makers such as
Hewlett-Packard Co. and
Gateway are also concerned
about whether up-front fees
would be fair to them. They
argue that if the fees are only
charged for retail purchases,
there could be an unfair advantage for Dell, which only sells
computers _ by phone and
·through the Internet.
Computer companies and .
environmentalists agree that
any effective recycling program
will depend, ultimately, on the
end users, both consumers and
• businesses. ·
PC makers say a voluntary
approach gives them more
.'1
opportunity to find marketable
ways to turn their industry
· green.
Gateway, for example, has
• offered rebates of $50 and even
$100 for new computer purchases to consumers who turn
in their old computers of any
brand to one of the company's
stores.
H-P offers recycling as a
service corporate customers
can buy. The California company started an internal recycling
program nearly a decade ago,
ff
and simply started offering that
program to its customers.
Computer makers say
they're also focusing on ways
FROM PAGE
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Student room decoration vary
ALEXIS GRAHAM
STAFF WRITER

When students move into
their. dorms or. apartments at
the beginning of the year, it
becomes their home away from
home. Students decorate their
rooms to match their likes and
unique tastes.
For some students, a room
has to be a comfortable envi;;.
ronment and not just blank
white walls. Some of the ways
students decorate their rooms
is by hanging up posters or pictures. Others ·like to brighten
up th~ir rooms with fun-shaped
lamps.
Tara Plank, a sophomore
and a resident in the Academic
Village apartments decorates
her room with splashes of blue
and purple on her bed and pillows. She also has pictures of
friends all over her walls as
reminders of home.
"I need to have a comfort.able place to study," said
Plank.
Courtney Woodling, a

sophomore, chose to decorate
her room with a flower theme.
She has an art poster with multicolored flowers that matches
her bedding and her scarf that
hangs above the window. She
also has pictures of family and
friends all around the room.
Not all students fill their
rooms with bright colors and
excessive pictures. Brian Fein,
a senior, has a couple posters
on the wall and two fish tanks.
He has an example of what
some may call a typical "guys
room."
· Most apartments have living rooms that serve as a common space for roommates to
watch television and socialize.
Of . · the living rooms
observed, most girls' apar·tments seemed to have a lot
more color and character than
those of guys. Their furniture
was nicely arranged and they
made their social area a lot
more home-like.
On -the other hand, of the
boys' apartments observed,
most had bare walls and one

CFF STAFF PHOTO

large television in the middle of
the floor with video game
equipment scattered all ·over
the floor.
St idents decorating can
be from the dull to the extreme,
it all depends on the personal
taste and how much they are
willing to spend. Decorating on
a budget can be difficult, but
there are ways to accomplish a
great look and comfortable
environment.
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Crossword

with his cigarette-lighter (August). And the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch reported in July that
a passenger was detained at St. Louis'
Lambert Field because for some reason he
had packed in his checked luggage (which
happened to be chosen for random inspection) his cute, personal alarm clock, which is
an old-fashioned clock outfitted with six toy
sticks _of dynamite.
CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

Cliches come to life
• Sophia Reitan fell and broke her arm
when a Pentecostal Upper Room Tabernacle
minister pushed the evil spirits from her forehead, and no one caught her when she
swooned backward; she settled with the
church for $80,000 (Dix Hills, N.Y., February).
And even though Clarence Cromwell, 29, fully
confessed to police that he had killed a man,
a judge in Brooklyn, N.Y., set him free because
officers forgot to read him his Miranda rights
(May). And according to a police report in the
Hesperia (Calif.) Star: "An elderly man who
lived on the 10700 block of 'G' Avenue suffered a heart attack while engaged in sexual
intercourse and died April 2."

People not paying attention to the news
• An apparently harmless passenger
(college student Maxim Segaiov) forced an
unscheduled landing of an American Airlines
flight in Salt Lake City (and his subsequent
ejection) when he alarmed the crew by trying
to recharge a size-AA battery by heating it

Smooth reactions
• Loxley, Ala., street preacher Orlando
Bethel, who was scheduled to sing at the June
funeral of his wife's uncle, was beaten by
parishioners and physically tossed from the
Pine Grove Baptist Church after h~ screamed
from the pulpit that the deceased was a
"drunkard" and a "fornicator" and was now
"burning in Hell" and that the parishioners
would be right behind him. Bethel defended
his-outburst by claiming that the "Holy Ghost"
had ordered him to tell the truth.
• Among the problem m~torists cited in a .
July Toronto Star roundup: (1) a 26-year-old
man who gave the finger to an only-trying-tohelp driver who had motioned for him to fasten his seat belt (but the Samaritan was a
police officer in an unmarked car, and he took
umbrage, stopped the man, and discovered
his license has been under suspension since
1999), and (2) a middle-aged man who was let
off with a warning for swerving across the
road because his dog was licking his ear (and
who, the officer discovered, was also shoeless, with banana peels wrapped around his .
feet, suppo~edly a remedy for bunions).

ACROSS
1 Wish for
longingly
6 Narrow-waisted
stinger
1O Partial prefix
14 Valuable violin
15 Utah ski resort
16 Current
17 Eagle's claw
18 Medicine
container
19 Kind of Dodge
20 Fidel's amigo
21 Opening remarks
24 Gretel's brother
26 Hopping mad
27 Pulsate
29 More timeconsuming
33 Inter _ (among
others)
35 Intensify
38 One in Toledo
39 Time off, for
short
41 New Deal agcy.
42 Proclamation
© 2002 Tribune Media Services, Inc
44 Montmartre Mrs.
All rights reserved.
45 Anxious
48 Building wings
49 Opening word
6 Silent greeting
51 Calyx segment
7 Excuse
53 Loamy deposit - 8 Outlaw Belle
56 Pavarotti,
9 Hops-flavored
Domingo and
beverage
Carreras
1O Submerged
59 Sleight of hand
11 Fencing foil ·
63 Draw
12 Wasteland
64 State firmly
13 Travel stops
65 Privyto
22 Hunk of dirt
66 Composure
23 Make amends
68 Air duct
25 Herringlike fish
69 Short letter
28 -noire
70 Capp's hero
30 Beheading
71 Mars to the
device
Greeks
31 Business letter
72 Got bigger
abbr.
73 Legal claims
32 Molders
33 Gives guns
DOWN
34 Feeble, as an
1 Good
excuse
snowman
matrimonial
36 Zsa Zsa's sister
50 Sounds the
prospect
37 Quarterback's
alarm
2 Nebraska's
option
52 E-mail
largest city
40 Hearsay
3 February cards
correspondent?
43 Martin or Rusk
54 Monterrey mister
4 Ike's command
46 Requiring
5 Much smaller
55 Struck powerfully
47 Abominable

- ~-

see SOIUlions,
_.,23

9900

57
58
59
60
61
62
67

Up and abou~
Soothsayers
Pelee's flow ·
Of all time
Kelly or Autry
Afresh
_ -Wan Kenobi

s. ORANGE BLoSSOM TRAIL
ORLANDO> FL 32837
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CALL . US AT (407)-851-3809
OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT

WWW~TROPICALFORD.COM
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in local,entertainment

1
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Discontent, Bobblehead,
Beemo
Johnny's Rockin' Bistro,
9:30 pm

Mic
Swingerhead
The Social, doors at7 pm
"' Jackal and Hyde
Tabu, 10 pm

Jayla
Harvey's Bistro Metro West,
7:30 pm
The Thrusters, Nutrajet
Dante's, 10 pm

• .Ruby James
Loaded Hog. 10 pm

Bobby lavo's Ground Zero
Cricketers Arms, 10 pm

Thunderhead
Handlebar and Grille, 10 pm

The Dave Matthews
Cover Band
House of Blues. 8 pm

Aorida Record Collecto!'S
Association Inc. -

I
I
I
I

Curb 60
Wall Street Cantina, 10 pm
DJ Prostyle, DJ Nasty,
Mr. CC. the Reggae
Ambassador
Latin Quarter. 10 pm

DJ Anthony
Parliament House. 4 pm

I
I
I

••I

*"

The Merrill Brothers
Jimmy Buffett's
Margaritaville Cafe. 10 pm

1-4 Band,
Magic Bullet Theory
Slingapour's, 10 pm

Lunatic Candy l(reep,
Angel Autopsy, Nocturne
;. Lost & Found, 9 pm

General Mojo
Casey's on Central. 10 pm

===~tie•

I
I

Hospitality Night
with 0-ROCK 105.9
The Groove, 9 pm

Shelle
Scruffy Murphy's Irish Pub.
10 pm

2AM
Holly and Dolly's, 8 pm

I

D'arla and the Rascals
Faces. 7pm and 10 pm .

-·I

NoneOther
Cricketers Arms, 10 pm

11111111!!!11-.........., . . .

I
I

"Tainted Love Tuesdays"
Slingapour's, 10 pm
Curb 60
Adobe Gilas, 8 pm
DJ Clip
AKA Lounge, 10 pm
Mike Hinckle
Central Station Bar, 10 pm
Dane Colbert
Muldoon's Saloon, 9 pm

(Pind your
rhythm.)

Neon Dream Band
The Mercado, 7:30 pm
Shebang, Hurts Within,
Beemo
Johnny's Rockin' Bistro,
10 pm
Dirty Barby, The
Studdogs, Pig Pen
Midtown Tavern,
doors at 9 pm

DJ John Campisano
The Groove, 9 pm
- Dr'd Teeth
Casey's on Central. 10 pm

The Mercury Frost,
Aguklim, Theory X
The Social. doors at 8 pm

Tuf Luck
Towne Pump Saloon. 9 pm

Ron Betts
Cricketers Arms, 10 pm

Skeeter Biscuit, Like Flynn
·Slingapour's. 10 pm

Jigsaw Creek
Muldoon's Saloon, 9 pm

DJ Cano, DJ Deron Martin
Southern Nights. 8 pm

David Rankin Duo
Adobe Gilas, 8 pm

DJ Brianna Lee
Parliament House, 10 pm

Josh Harrell
SKY 60, 10 pm

Grcle K, MC Collaborator
Alpha Bar, 10 pm

The Post Consumers
Back Booth, 9 pm

Junkie Rush, Supervillians
The Social. doors at 7 pm
Saviocself, Head Trauma, .-...
The Moshers ·
~ F.B.I. Liquors, 10 .Pm
DJ ·.smilin' Dan
Independent Bar. 9 pm

www.statravel.com
onL1ne

Kynda
Kitty O'Shea's, 10 pm

»
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The Dave Matthews Cover Band
plays at House of Blues
on Friday, Sept. 13 at 8pm
SPECIAL TO
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THE FUTURE

Live College TaUd ·
Music You Want!
Every. UCF Sportl

CAMPu'sRAD10 . c~mpus Events Info!
TV · Cb~nnel 21 .& Online@WNSC.UCF.EDU
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Degree seeking students must get authorization from their academic advisors to ensure proper credit.
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Oassifications
100 HELP WAMW
200FoRSALE
· 250 Al!TOMO'ID'E
300FoRRBNr
325HOMBS
350 ROOMMATES
400 SERJ'ICES

Office Telephone Hours

450 llErAIL
500 ON Ctu/Jlvs
550 EfEN1'S
600 GllEIIK LlFE
700Misc
750 fin.BL
800 llEu&ION

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Offic~_Address
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

ltow to Place an Ad
By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 44 7-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com•
In _Person: University Court, Suite 160

Payment Metho~'

(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

SMOKERS NEEDED!

Visit
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
for-information on this
exciting opportunity.

Attractive, thin females who smoke
needed for national telephone interview
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers
earn $50. Toll free 888-801-1517,
please leave your name and number
and your call will be returned.
Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
Needs BROWNIE EATERS
immediately!!
For a chance to win up to $10,000
in cash, prizes & scholarships. Detail
& Products at most college bookstores
or visit our web site @
www.outoftheboxbrownies.com

.

~

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

407-447-4555 • classijieds@UCTfuture.com

Interested in Modeling?

OUT-OF-THE-BOX BROWNIES

;

3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

II!IiJ HELP WANTED II!IiJ HELP WANTED II!IiJ HELP WANTED
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

4

Deadline

bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • ~tudent Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly so get with the program! It works. Contact
Campus Fundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SERVING UCF SINCE 1968

has Ille following
paid Posilion •ilable:

• PJIR
• ScholalShips/Co-ops

• ReKible Schedules
• Customer sennce/ sates

PHP, MvSQL PDF Fann EilBiellce llell*ed

www.worklorstudents.com

lilleleSled,PleaSeenml-.

II!IiJ HELP WANTED. II!IiJ HELP WANTED
Earn $500 to $5000 per month
working from home, campus, or
anywhere! www.lookrightnow.com or
call 888-318-8094. Training, bonuses,
vacations, you name it, we got it.
No Exp Necessary!

Valet Parking Attendants Needed

Local telephone company
looking for independent reps for
Orlando area. Be your 9wn boss, set
your own hours & work from home.
Earn up to $2000/mnth Part-time.
Call 407-2n-2176 for more info.
FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive,
thin females who smoke needed
for confidential phone interview .
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers
earn $50. Leave name and number
and your call will be returned ASAP.
888-355-0322 Toll Free.

•'

Mb Database Prouramm

(4011862-8186

Locations throughout Orlando area,
flex schedules, FT/PT avail, for
great pay and great opp call
407-971-9131

Charges listed _above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional. line.

FUTURE

$10.00 Base/ADPl

TCBY
The Country's Best Yogurt needs
PT help. Competitive pay._#1945
Aloma and Lakemont, Winter Park.
Please call 407-671-2888

'')

THE central florida

Sbldent Wodl

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary of
Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

2 ~ues (1 week):
$9perwk
8 ~ues (4weeks):
$8perwk
24 ~ues (12 weeks): $7 per wk
Bolding:
$1 per wk
Large Headline:
$1 per wk

Make over $1000 weekly.
No selling involved!
$$Phones are ringing off hook$$
Guaranteed hrly/comm/bonuses
Winter Park, 321-207-0988

JUMP START YOUR EARNINGS.
Part Time Entrepreneurs Are
Making Full Time Dollars! Listen to:
(24hrs recording) (212) 461-2910.
Then call me at (813) 931-1526 for
further details.

Base/Appt Pff Flexible around classes
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Gust Svc/sales
conditions apply. Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com

"'
Go Shopping, Eat Out, See A Movie•..
· And Get Paid to Do It!
Visit www.WorkAtDorm.com

Female Models
18-25 for lingerie photography.
4'8 - 5'10, 100-130-pds.
Call 321-945-4545

Help Wanted: professional, reliable
person who lives around UCF. Must
be available weekends and some
evenings, must have valid driver's
license, and a cell phone.
Will make a lot of money for a
few hours of work.Please
contact Pat or Tom 407-701-8560.

THE central florida

FUTURE

THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SERVING UCF SINCE 1968

has Ille following
paid positions •ilable:

..

BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10

..,)

Child Care needed in home. Week
night evenings only. 5 hours a night.
Please call 407 -808-3958. If no one is
home please leave a message.
Wanted: SERVER for very busy
Nature's Table located in office bldg by
UCF. Must be friendly, hard working
with great attitude. Must work well with
others.Great hours and pay for the right
person. Call Kathy: 407-514-6999 .
•\

\J
•:•

u.s.A1R FORCE

HaveanAA?

Want a career?

R•O•T•C
AFROTC offers incentives for
qualified junior and senior
level cadets enrolled in ourprogram.

Incentives include:

N•Edilor
15-20 hours per week

COPV·Edilor
·wednesdaVmmi• &SUlllaVallnms
I inleresled, Please email editor@UCllUIUre.com

-Up to $3,000 tuition per year
-$450 for textbooks per year
-Monthly stipe~ ($250-$350)

-Spec!al scholarship programs ·_
exist for Engineers and Nurses
-One-year scholarships for
qualified seniors and graduate
students
For more Information, call us at
407 823-1247 (UCF-1AIR)

<C
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Get Green $600+/week
On campus job marketing electric
vehicles seeks enthusiastic campus
reps. Call Jennifer 212-531-3361
or 917-544-4682.
WANTED: Babysitter with good
christian background, that loves kids,
for a wonderful 2 yr old. $6 to $7
per hour, flexible schedules.
407-281-4922 ask 4 Sue

FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!!!!
Work in Area's HOTTEST Night
Clubs! $$$ PT Hours, FT PAY $$$
MUST BE ENERGETIC
AND OUTGOING
Call for interview 407 538 6136

Community Assistants
· Looking for motivated
individuals to work at University
House on Alafaya. Call Todd
at 407-2n-4007 for more info. or
fax resume to (407) 275-4903.
Childcare for Twins. Not FIT, but
once or twice a week, flex times,
some weekends. Need 3 references
for babysitting responsibilities.
Waterford/Eastwood area.
Call 407-281-0932.

Food Critic!

..

No experience needed. Up to $20
an hour. Flexible schedule.
Call 1-877-314-1777 x440

SPORTS CAREER!
UP To $300-$500 a Week!
Orlando's #1. Advertising Firm
looking to fill openings in Sales,
PR and Entry Level Acct Mgmt.
No exp nee. Will train.
Call Alexis 407-679-2602.
Work Anywhere!
Earn $500-$1700/mo. PT
or $2000-$5500/mo. FT
www.financialfortune.com
or call 407-497-9922

•

~

$1 OO's to $1 ,000's paid weekly
stuffing envelopes. For free info. rush
self-addressed stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 622772; Oviedo, FL 32762
Internet Users Wanted!!
$20/hour possible while
using the internet. For details/
online Registration see
http://dmx.icollegedirect.com/si

INTERNET MARKETING
,..

~

'1

•

FT/PT, Commissions and bonus.
Serious Only. Call 1-888·794-1881
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing ?eople. Training provided.
No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107
Secretary Wanted: Friendly and good
on the phone. Needed between 9am
& 3pm M-F. Office located a few
miles from UCF on Aloma.
Call @(407) 670-5000 ask for John
DO YOU LIKE TO GET PAID LATE?
NOW GET PAID FOR IT!
Night Watchman needed at
off-campus housing complex.
Competitive wages. Apply in person.
Collegiate Village Inn. 11850
University Blvd, OrJando. Thanks!

·robltunst
Waterford Lakes Home.
2 rooms for rent in 3/2.
5 min. from campus. W/D Pool,
tennis & basketball court. All util.
incl. plus cable. ONLY $475/month .
Call (407) 382-9036.

2/2 Condos w/in walking distance to
UCF. 1st and 2nd floor avail. Pool,
basketball, volley, tennis, pets ok.
Quiet. Starting @$725/mo. Call/email:
Cindy@ LA Realty 407-679-2600
LAReal61@aol.com
Available - 1 Bdrm Apts located on
11600 Mendel Drive, only 3 blocks
from University. only $450 per
month! Call 321-229~1426

NEGOTIABLE RENT
for a female student looking for part
time work as a nanny in eve/wknds.
Large house 4 mi from UCF, with
your own room. Call 407-595-5605.
APT FOR RENT - 2/2 $650/mo includes
water, garbage, and local phone with
voicemail. Walking distance to UCF.
Pets OK. Call Rachel 407-781-3402.
1 bed/bath 5wail. in Waterford Lakes
Home. Less than 10 min. from UCF.
Fast access DSL, All utilities incl.
Call Lindsay at
(954) 701-3806 or (407) 273-5486.
To Sublett: 1 BDRM in large,
fully furnished, 3 BDRM APT @
Alafaya Club Apts. Prov BDRM, 1250
sq ft. BDRM is 14x12, AVAIL NOV 1,
2002. UTIL,. DSL, Cable inclu in rent.
Trash p/u at door, will negotiate
financial help during sublett period.
888-271-5566 for details.
Brand New Custom 3/2/2 in
nice, quiet, gated community
"The Reserve". Complete with
Appliances. 10 min from UCF.
$1200/mo. 407-568-6936.
$475 per month, util/cable
. included, amenities inclu pool
(access from room), garage parking,
W/D, storage space, pets ok, large
backyard, 5 min from UCF
Quiet neighborhood. Easy access to
417, avail immediately. Call Sandy
or Mike 407-677-8391

FOR SALE: 1992 Mitsubishi Diamante
4-door automatic with power windows
and locks, great tint job, runs great, in
great shape! Only $3000 Call
Ashleigh 407-375-7322
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Ports - Soles - Service

SERVICES

Video Production Services
EditingNideography for events,
school projects, music videos, etc.
Call Scott for details 407-362-3427
E-mail scott@jellomonkey.com

DRY CLEANED & PRESS
Pants-Jeans-Shorts
Mens or Ladies
Student Special - $2.00 each
Liberty Cleaners (407) 677-7100
10006 University Blvd. & Dean Rd.
Bring this ad & Student ID

Acting Workshops!
Study w/ pros who have starred on
Broadway, TV, and films in NYC, LA,
london! Grad: RADA and LAMDA,
Stella Adler, etc. Priv. coaching also.
Skye Aubrey 407-788-8916

Jet Ski Orlando

(4~7) 859-3006

[t!m

SERVICES

Hair Cuttery -10% off for Students
. on all services M-F 9am-3pm
Hair Cuttery in Suncrest Village
on Dean and University by Publix.
Call 407-672-3084

Frustrated
w/ Traditional Therapy?

CREDIT PROBLEtlS1
Legally remove. from your credit report:

• latePa~s _
• Charge.Offs .
• lepossesSicid$
Ask about our 110% Money Back Guarantee

Cell: (352) 978-1960
Ofc.: 1-866-376-7177 (Toll Free)

Pantastic Sams·
CUTS • PERMS • COLOR
-Experienced Stylists-

2/2 Duplex. 1, 1-00 sq. ft. in quiet
community. All units are ground
floor with new appliances, tile and
carpet. $725/mnth. Can 407-381-5105
or 407-833-8199.

You Can Live Rent Free

--

The Orlando Real Estate market is
appreciating as fast as a monthly
mortgage payment •.. tell your family
Invest in Orlando•..n Pays
Investors' Mortgage Plan
3~ _
Downpayment
Great Rates!!

®

407-671-3134

•Resales
• Foreclosures
•Condos IT-Houses
• Single Family Houses

[B

....

Florida Really
11f°""""'1

..,

Craig_Rudolph@Realtor.com

Gotta order the cake?
Take the hassle oiltl
Buttercream,
chocolate, carrot
cakes, huge pies,
cheesecakes, muffins,
cookies and more!

Time Management Workshop
Monday, Sept. 16
7:00pm-8:00pm
Student Union, Cape Florida 316 CID
pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-counstst
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven Campusfundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our
.programs make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so get
with the program! It works.
Contact Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

JOIN UCF CKI
Service, Leadership, Fellowship,
and FREE FOOD (if you're lucky)
Monday 6pm Student Union Rm 220
For Info email: FLSB506@aol.com

fl!E

MISC.

fm

TRAVEL
Spring Break'03
w/StudentCity.com!

Ask about other UCF specials
10691 E. Colonial (Aloma Center West. of Alafaya)

( 407) 380-5626

Air, Hotel, Free FOOD & DRINKS
and 150% lowest Price Guarantee!
REPS WANTEDl Organize 15 friends,
earn 2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment,
and cash to promote StudentCity.com!
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
sales@stuctentcity.com today!

[ll

2 bed/1 bath house in Downtown
Orlando. 1003 Plne Street.
$895/mnth. Call Eric at 321-689-3868.

HOMES

Send a cake to their office!
DELIVERED BEAUTIFUIJY GIFf PACKAGED
WITH NAPKINS, PIATES, FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE AND BAI!OONS!

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, &
RECOR'olNG GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

University Club
Sublease ASAP!
1 bed/1 bath in a 4/4 apt. Female.
Unfurnished Bedroom. All utils incl.
Free UCF Shuttle. Sept rent Free!
Call Monica 407-207-0038.

Friend or spouse's birthday?

II] ON CAMPUS

NATIONAL CREDIT REPAIR®

Regional ~epresentative

RETAIL

RESUME SERVICE : Specializing
in Student Resumes for entry-level
positions in dream companies.
Call Leo at 407-970-2289 or email:
studentresumes@earthlink.net

German Tutoring (Native Speaker)
Only $15/hr
Call 407-671-5086 or 407-761-9627
Ask for.Carina!

-sill Lavender

m!J

Be your own therapist, and stop
wasting time and money. Recorded
message 24 hrs. 212-?52-6823

2bed/2bath duplex, washer/dryer,
fenced , private, approx. 1 mile to UCF.
1Ox20 shed in back. Ideal for 2
students. $700/mth . Negotiable.
(407) 977-1591 or e-mail
osb32816@bellsouth.net.

English Bulldog-.

fm AUTOMOTIVE

• Fun & Easy Transportation
• fllKllKilg Avcilable
• 2yr Rimited tMeage WCITillty
• 3 models/ 9 colors
• Major aeclt cards auepted

~

One and Two Bdrm Apts Available
in Oak Tree Court! 1 year lease,
3 blocks from UCF. Water,Trash,
- Pest Control Included. Call Amber
321-229-1426. 3530 N Alafaya Trail

Elm FOR SALE mJ
Purebread, Brendel with eye patch
ready to stud 16 months old,
Call 407-538-7006. Must sell.

Student Roommates
Needed in HOUSE.
5 BDRM house 1O min from campus.
Non Smokers only. $400/mo + util.
Call Ryan @ 407-243-6684 or Mike
@ 813-929-8196 for details...

RELIGION

Applicants Wanted to study Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit www.eventodaward.corp

• Auto & Sports Injurie$
~ Effective &Gentle Chiropractic Manipulation
·, Massage_. Therapy'Available (MM6063)

David ~nderwiesen, D.C.
Graduate of UCF and
Cleveland Chiropractic College
Lo9ated in Alafaya Commons Center,
Alafaya Trail and East Colonial Dr.

281-0900
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Upcoming Eve.n ts

.
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North Star Summit- "Leaders Meeting
.

-

,

~~aders"

~·

·
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September 14, 8:30'am ,~
,•
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